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ABSTRACT
This thesis develops a new decision making framework for initial cruise ship design.
Through review of effectiveness analysis and multi-criteria decision making, a uniform
philosophy is created to articulate a framework that would enable a designer to more accurately
assess what design alternatives are more important than others and how their changes affect the
overall system being designed. Through a brief historical account, top-level Measures of Merit
are developed and used with the framework and then applied to a requirements and effectiveness
case study on initial concept development of a cruise ship. This is performed using Response
Surface Methods to enable the user to visualize the design space as well as interact with it; the
results and methods to visualize the design space are discussed. Finally, a Unified Tradeoff
Environment is discussed, a framework that pools the aforementioned requirements and
effectiveness analysis with design and technology forecasting to enable the user to make better
informed requirements derivation and design selection.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
PURPOSE
Traditional cruise ship design can be characterized as a series of tradeoffs that are often
made without thorough consideration as to their overall impact to the design as a system. With
the exception of ship size or displacement, the most important parameters, such as initial or
acquisition cost, profitability, operational cost, operational profile, and allocation of revenue
generating space, are not included in the design decision making process. Listing these
considerations are often not as difficult as measuring them. As Zink et al observes:
... [Measuring these factors] are dependent on the subjective opinion of the
customer/user, i.e. the requirements. These requirements are often ambiguous and
typically change over time. Therefore, understanding the simultaneous impact of
requirements, product design variables, and emerging technologies during the concept
formulation and development stages is critically important and until now, elusive. [Zink
et al, 2000]
To design a modem ship, designers must be familiar with subjects normally beyond their
basic discipline. They must be able to determine what, if any, external factors are critical to the
design as well as understand their interactions within the super system and the design
environment. They must then develop a framework to evaluate this system and come up with a
viable design which meets all these requirements. This paper will, therefore, present the
following:
" To summarize the collection of literature on systems approaches to
effectiveness analysis.
* To summarize the collection of literature on Multiple Criteria Decision
Making (MCDM) models.
* To filter the theories presented into a framework based on a consistent
philosophy
* To use this to address the existing limitations in requirements and
effectiveness analyses of cruise ship design.
* To conduct such an analysis on a cruise ship design case study.
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The investigation of the basis for a system-level design framework for cruise ships begins with a
systems approach from the naval engineering field within naval architecture and marine
engineering.
SYSTEMS APPROACH
It has only been during the last 30 years that naval engineers began looking beyond
traditional aspects of naval architecture and marine engineering at how the sum a vessel's parts
affected its overall design as a system. Prior to this, "ship level requirements, rather than the
ship's contribution to the performance of the task force, drove the design process" [Rains, 1999].
The problem created with this tactic was that:
Organizations focused on the optimization of their products often lost sight of the overall
system. Each organization perceived that their part must be optimal, using their own
disciplinary criteria, and failed to recognize that all parts of a system do not have to be
optimal for the system to perform optimally. [INCOSE, 2000]
To tackle this problem, systems engineering was applied to naval engineering to create, "a
process which transforms an operational need into a description of system parameters and
integrates those parameters to optimize the overall system effectiveness" [Tibbitts et al, 1993]
Naval engineers have been tasked to rethink design of not just ship systems but a, "supersystem
... the system that is just big enough to include everything that must be taken into account in
determining the optimal (most cost-effective) ship for the mission requirements" [Hockberger,
1996].
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The metrics that are used to evaluate the supersystem are generally called measures of
effectiveness and are "inherent in the mission and external to the ship." [Hockberger, 1996]
The ship's effectiveness has to do with the change in the [operational] situation that
results from its involvement in [its operation], which is a matter of outcomes, and
Measures of Effectiveness can thus be seen as outputs of an [action]... [thus] it is the
synergism between the new ship or system and [its environment] that is at issue, and it is
the [operational] effectiveness and ... Measures of Effectiveness that must be used as the
basis for assessing and comparing the performance of each alternative. [Hockberger,
1996]
In cruise ship design it is a common practice to start with a set of vaguely defined
owner's needs and desires and through the 'design spiral' synthesis process come up with a ship
point design that more-or-less meets a set of requirements derived from the owner's needs and
desires. This approach does not always necessarily produce the most cost-effective or revenue
effective vessel. Individual systems might meet the set of requirements but no analysis has been
made as to whether the ship as a whole is "optimized" to the owner's desires - as opposed to a
set of feasible designs created as the naval architect interpreted them. "Further, it is often the
case that the design requirements are not fixed but rather evolve through the development life of
the vehicle." [Hollingsworth and Mavris, 2000] A shift in design philosophies would lead to:
an environment in which the effects of changes in the engineering parameters are
analyzed to determine their impact on overall...effectiveness. This process is
accomplished by linking a conceptual... design program with a [simulation] program.
Thus the linkages between design variables and [operational performance] can be more
thoroughly understood, and a vehicle with the greatest overall effectiveness can be
created. [Frits et al, 2002]
This simultaneous development of effectiveness models and engineering analysis based upon
well-defined metrics would provide naval architects with a method to optimize a system, provide
decision makers with appropriate information to develop appropriate requirements, and provide a
traceable method between the two so that when requirements change, design impacts can be
easily modeled and understood by both owner's and designers. [Hootman, 2003]
13
OVERVIEW
This thesis will start with a review of the cruise industry, and then survey the existing
literature which will serve as a background for the development of a framework for defining and
developing systems metrics for use in effectiveness analysis. It will include a literature survey of
multiple criteria decision making, taking into account mathematical and practical applications.
The development of a methodology to perform requirements-based tradeoffs will then be
addressed. Next, a case study in cruise ship design will use what has been developed to
demonstrate how to develop appropriate systems measures, how to hierarchically aggregate
them, how the process is applied, and, finally, the results will be presented, followed by a
discussion of the conclusions and recommendations for future work.
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CHAPTER 2: A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE CRUISE INDUSTRY
History is a profound illustrator of how things come to be and a very useful tool to begin
to understand a business. The passenger ship industry is no exception. In addition to a historical
reference, a financial breakdown and a glimpse into past and current marketing philosophies will
be discussed. Once these have been examined, the reader should have a better understanding of
the consequent design challenges passenger ship designers and their prospective owners
encounter when contemplating future new-builds and conversions; design challenges that can be
resolved through a variety of newer as well as older technologies and design philosophies.
A HISTORY
The first vessels that carried passengers were designed to carry cargo. Regularly
scheduled transatlantic passenger service was initiated in 1818 but ships exclusively catering to
passengers did not appear until the 1840s. Early ocean going vessels were obviously not
designed for passenger transport, but rather for the cargo they could carry. In 1818 the Black
Ball Line in New York became the first shipping company to offer regular service for passengers
from the United Stated to England onboard its freight ships, marking the beginning of the cruise
industry in the sense that passenger comfort was addressed [Boyd, 1999]. It was not until the
1830's that steamships were introduced and quickly dominated the transatlantic market of
passenger and mail transport; the most recognized being Samuel Cunard's British and North
American Royal Mail Steam Packet Company which would later be renamed to Cunard Line.
Ships did not exclusively cater to passengers until the 1850's and for the following century the
foundation of the cruise industry was shaped through novel practices to lure new patrons as well
as new procedures, born out of tragedy, to insure their safety while at sea [Boyd, 1999].
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Cruising saw many changes in those 100 years. In addition to new steel processes, the
introduction of the screw, and fabrication technologies evolving out of an American civil and
two world wars, new global organizations were created to confront deficiencies in standards of
construction and safety onboard ships. Born out of the now infamous tragedies of the Titanic and
Lusitania disasters, organizations, such as the International Maritime Organization (IMO) and
the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) set the technical and
procedural precedents that current shipping lines follow. Even pricing discrimination (in the
form of classification of passenger fare) saw its inception and its eventual humane evolvement.
One constant in these past 150 years has been a transportation company's financial
incentive to have those that could afford it, pay more for their fare. Passenger transport over
land and sea was often brutal to those that could barely afford it. From the "steerage" class
available in the 1880's where, "passengers were responsible for providing their own food and
slept in whatever space was available in the hold," [Boyd, 1999] cruising's overall comfort
gradually progressed due to the global enforcements of minimum safety standards onboard
vessels. By the early 20th century, cruising was well on its way to becoming a staple for the
affluent with ships that were increasingly being designed for comfort at sea rather than speed,
resulting in larger, more stable liners. With the launch of Pan Am's trans-Atlantic flights in the
late 1950's, however, came the decline of steamship transportation, paving the way for the
modern-day cruise industry.
With the decrease in the role of ships for transporting people to a particular destination,
companies began to create a new image for cruising; they began to emphasize the voyage itself.
Instead of just going from one port to the other, multiple destinations were offered in a given
period. Initially marketed for affluent customers, the idea of cruising as a mass-marketed
16
vacation was not popularized until the late '70s by the television series, "The Love Boat." [Boyd,
1999] This heralded the gradual improvement of the quality of the cruise product and marked the
beginning of a steady increase in annual passengers limited only by ship capacity, the range of its
destinations from home port, and the state of the global economy. In the last thirty years, cruise
ships have evolved from 40,000 ton vessels to new-builds entering the market in excess of
160,000 Gross Registered Tons (GRT). In addition to size, cruise lines also increased their
numbers by adding to their respective fleets, causing many to believe that the eventual supply
will exceed demand. Cruise lines, however, saw things differently.
IF YOU BUILD IT, WILL THEY COME?
They saw the U.S. as part of a largely untapped market where only 5% of Americans had
ever cruised in the early '80s and, compared to other leisure markets, the potential for growth
was there. Skeptics and proponents turned out to be both correct. As capacity grew so did
demand, but not always at the same rate. Cruise lines addressed the problem of overcapacity
with aggressive pricing. This destructive pricing led to the eventual buy-outs, bankruptcies, and
mergers of underfinanced companies that had entered the industry in the early '80s by
purchasing older ships. This continued throughout the '90s until 1997 where due to a strong
dollar, a robust economy, warm weather, lack of shipboard incidents, and in increased interest in
cruising, the industry was catapulted into another growth spurt that has continued in-spite of
September 11h , albeit not as vigorously. The industry is so robust that even while the rest of the
world economy was reeling in the aftermath, cruise lines maintained their occupancy levels by
applying the same methods they had used the last twenty years while continuing to place orders
for newer and larger vessels for the next five years. The key thinking in all of this is in
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understanding the marketing and money-making dynamics that differentiate the cruise industry
from the rest of travel market.
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Carnival's CFO, Jerry Cahill, explains certain key points of these differentiations that
have spurred this increase in capacity: [Citigroup, 2003]
"Cruise companies collect all of the money for the cruise tickets at least 30 days before
sailing. For Carnival, that is $700-$800 million in cash that the company is receiving
(plus interest), rather than having to pay to borrow. Ships, unlike hotels, move, and thus
this ... property can be sent to places to better match supply and demand. In addition,
once the guest boards, the cruise ship holds that guest "captive" for the majority of the
cruise. Thus, the cruise ship can capture every extra dollar spent at its bars, casinos, retail
space, spas, and auctions. Hotels, on the other hand, cannot do nearly as much in this
regard. This onboard spending is especially important in light of the growing contribution
that onboard revenues make to the cruise ships, partially because price competition has
kept cruise ticket prices down, but also because cruise companies have been focusing on
this more, including more spas and retail space, and designing better layouts in order to
entice passengers to stop into a store on the way back from dinner or the casino."
With the continual additions and the ability to reposition themselves to where their
market has a need, cruise lines are becoming increasingly aggregated with respect to their target
markets. From the days of segregating by class, price discrimination of the old days evolved to
the Brand Positioning. Depending on which company you ask, brands can be broken down from
three to five categories. The simplest breakdown contains four categories that starts with a
Budget category (Day / Casino Cruises), continues to Contemporary (Carnival, Royal Caribbean,
Norwegian, etc.), then to Premium (Celebrity, Holland America) and ends with a Luxury rating
(Cunard, Crystal). A fifth rating, Ultra Luxury is only a recent entry and exceedingly small part
of the overall market; approximately one percent of the leisure population, aged over 45 years
and a gross income of $200,000. [DVB, 2004] All these brand ratings allow ships to be used to
their fuller potential by providing destinations, amenities, cuisines, and services that match their
target clientele so that onboard revenue can be maximized while providing incentive for those
that can afford it to purchase the "superior" brand.
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Figure 3: Annual Passenger Growth in North American Cruise Market [CLIA, 2005b]
IT'S ALL DOLLARS AND SENSE
Prior to 9/11, the cruise industry was on its way to a record year. Between the terrorist
attacks, the ensuing lackluster economy, and the bad publicity of the Norwalk virus that struck in
the later half of 2002, demand has waned while supply has continued to increase. [BREA, 2004]
Although this has reduced revenue per passenger per day, cruise lines have remained profitable
because of size, benefits from the economies of scale of their fleets and from
technical/operational benefits from current mergers. One recent example is the merger battle that
Carnival and Royal Caribbean had over Princess Cruise Lines. They were not only fighting for
Princess' fleet but also its global reservations system which is so sophisticated that it acts more
like a revenue management program than a reservation system. Client's purchase histories are
monitored from time of booking, saved and then compiled to better utilize their ship's revenue
potential. This is only a small example of what companies are doing to counteract the negative
effect of price competition. A brief analysis of a typical income statement is needed, however, to
better explain a cruise line's potential for profitability.
Income statements vary from company to company but the following example will help
explain some of the differences between net and gross revenues as well as some of the
generalized expenses associated with shipping. Table 1 breaks down a sample statement:
[Citigroup, 2003]
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Table 1: Typical Income Statement of a Cruise Line [Citigroup, 2003]
Internal Income Statement External Income Statement
% Total
Revenues
Revenues
70% Ticket
20% Onboard
10% Airfare
100% Total Gross Revenues Total Gross Revenues
20-30% Less: Cost of Sales
7-11% Travel Agent
Commissions
10% Airfares
NA Onboard (e.g. alcohol)
70-80% Equals: Net Revenues
30-35% Less: Operating Expenses Less: Cost of Sales & Op.
Expenses
NA Payroll
NA Food
2-5% Fuel
NA Repairs & Maintenance
NA Insurance &
Classification
NA Other
12-15% Less: SG&A Expenses Less: SG&A Expenses
4-5% Advertising
NA Payroll & Related
NA Other
7-9% Less: Depreciation Less: Depreciation
19-21% Equals: Operating Income Equals: Operating Income
For a typical cruise line, 80% of costs are fixed while 20% are variable. A successful
cruise line must find ways to reduce operational costs while increasing available revenue
streams. In the example an internal and external income statement is shown, the difference being
that the external income statement includes only information disclosed to the investing public
while the internal is used by management. Carnival Cruise Lines believes that best way to
measure profitability is to calculate operating income based on per Available Berth Day (ABD).
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This way, an entire ship's or fleet's profitability can be measured and compared to with the rest
of the industry.
A quick glance at the sample statement shows three main sources of revenues: cruise
tickets (70%), airfares (10%), and onboard spending (20%). Of the three revenue streams, cruise
fares have been the most volatile since an empty berth is much worse than a heavily discounted
one. The balance between discounting and obtaining the highest price for a cabin remains, to
this date, a delicate undertaking and one that merits further discussion in this section. Thirty
years ago a typical percentage for onboard revenue (compared to total income) was
approximately 10%-15%. The current average has increased to roughly 20% as more amenities
and opportunities to sell have been created with newer and bigger vessels. Airfares have also
changed from what they once were. From a high of 60% of cruisers booking air through the
cruise line 10 to 15 years ago, air bookings have declined to 15%-20% of bookings. [Citigroup,
2003] This reduction has been partially attributed to an increasing use of frequent flier miles,
competition from budget airlines, and a current trend of passenger's reluctance to fly after the
terrorist attacks. Today, air fare is generally a non-profit revenue source since most fares are
sold at cost and are offered solely as a convenience to the consumer as a "one-stop" point of sale,
leaving the cruise fares and onboard revenue as the only room to grow on.
Breakdowns of an expense report are closely guarded in this industry so there are not as
many averages one can go by. As with all enterprises, costs can be split into operating and
SG&A (Selling, General, & Administrative) expenses. For this thesis, operating costs will be
addressed. Like many ships, operating costs are largely fixed, with the exception of food and
fuel being the two variables in the general equation.
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The largest operating cost for cruise lines is labor. [Citigroup, 2003] A typical
employee/guest ratio on a ship can vary from 1:2.5 on budget ships to as low a 1:1 on luxury
ships [Levander, 2005]. Food is the second largest cost onboard a ship and is one reason why
cruise lines put a heavy emphasis on ensuring their ships sail full year round. Cost is high for
food because of many specialty dining options available onboard. As opposed to the single
dining room arrangement that was available only a couple of decades ago, consumers can choose
to dine al fresco, in specialty restaurants, or even order room service - all free of charge.
Next is Classification and Insurance. It is a general term that is used to talk about the
many policies cruise lines need to have to safeguard themselves against this unusual market.
Before being able to purchase any insurance policies, all shipping companies need to be
classified. Classification enables insurance companies to know that the ship that they will insure
meets a certain standard of safety. This standard is a fluid one that continually changes as events
like 9/11 or the Exxon Valdez happen and as new procedures, such as the International Safety
Management Code (ISM), are implemented globally so does the standard. Once a ship receives
its classification, its owner can purchase many different policies, the most popular being
Protection & Indemnity (P&I), Hull & Machinery (H&M), Trade Disruption (TDI), Freight
Demurrage & Defense (FD&D), War Risk (WR), and Insured Value (IV). The P&I is a
collection of ship owners, much like a co-op, that all pay a set amount per year. The P&I cover
all damages related to a crew, passengers, and salvage expenses that are not covered under
H&M. These primarily include loss of life, personal effects, medical expenses, repatriations,
unemployment compensation, and the liabilities incurred from an accident (loss of contract,
revenue, etc.). Additionally, any port and deviation costs incurred from an accident are also
covered. The P&I reimburse up to a certain amount based on the club's contract with its
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members and are dependent on what the claim covers (loss of life vs. repair to ship). Depending
on the number of claims due to accidents, members either get a refund or a dividend at the end of
their contract year. Understandably, if a member or group of members have a habitually poor
record and continue to be members of a particular P&I, their fees increase dramatically. The
P&I allows ship owners to mitigate expenses due to accidents by distributing the risk; allowing
its members to stay active in the industry rather than going immediately bankrupt over a
potentially costly accident. H&M covers exactly what its name says it does while TDI covers
losses of expected profit from the interruption of a vessels business due to any casualty. FD&D
covers costs and expenses from claims arising from accidents and contractual liability. Each
year it becomes a little more difficult for older ships to meet the operational and maintenance
requirements mandated by these insurance entities so it is an operational cost that gradually gets
more expensive.
A final note on costs is on fuel. Fuel costs can vary from year to year but cost to a
particular cruise line also vary. Companies have a choice of hedging fuel costs on the belief that
it will be cheaper in the long run as well as flattening out its inherent volatility while others,
mainly Carnival and its subsidiaries, choose not too. Their books state that their fuel expense
ranges from 2%-4% of revenues even though in the first quarter of 2003 fuel hit the 6% mark.
[Citigroup, 2003]
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BEING PULLED IN MULTIPLE DIRECTIONS
All these percentages between costs are what cruise lines today are continually
attempting to manipulate to not only improve their profitability but to also acquire a bigger
market share. They do this by improving their economies of scale by adding to their fleet and
improving the cost per passenger to operate a typical vessel. In addition to their profit making
endeavors cruise lines are also subject to safety and environmental standards placed by
governments and various maritime governing bodies. Figure 4 illustrates only the higher level
organizations that go into managing a ship.
Nation Stats
IMO ISM Code
Flag States 2010
ISPS CodeClassification Societies
U.S. Coast Guard
Insurance Underwriters
Salvage Association
Rating Agencies
P&I Clubs
Banks
Port States
Sanitary & Health Inspection U.S.
Certificate of financial responsibility U.S.
Figure 4: Various organizations involved in the management and/or owning of a cruise ship
[DVB, 2004]
These safety measures and environmental restrictions encompass but are not limited to
waste minimization, reuse, recycling, engine emissions, cataloguing all discharge from the
vessel, and training requirements. Moreover, the industry is becoming subject to continually
stricter enforcements of all these regulations, the newest being the International Ship & Port
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AM
Facility Security (ISPS) code. Following the events of 9/11, the ISPS code was developed to,
"implement a ship security strategy commensurate with identified threats to security." [DVB,
2004] It brings together all security measures from every governing body to form a uniform
response on all levels; whether at port, sea, dry-dock, or loading facility. Figure 5 illustrates just
how many organizations are involved into creating this unified security plan. The ISPS code is
still in its infancy and is bound to have a significant impact on the daily operations and costs of a
cruise ship.
'MO
New cew Pil fGovernment
W ' Flag Administ
oLI- t World Custom Organization
LOI
Ship Cargo 'RSO'
CrewingOwners Canrs Recognized Security OrganizationsCrewai & Ships Owners (Class Societies)
Companies
Securty Companies for Assessments and Training
Figure 5: Organizations involved in the ISPS code [DVB, 2004]
Like any travel and leisure group, bad publicity is avoided at all cost by ensuring as best
as possible that material and environmental accidents occur at a minimum. For this and for
preventative liability, most cruise lines incorporate procedures and guidelines that exceed the
requirements mandated or even simply recommended by governing bodies. Between these
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standards, the attempts of profitability by economies of scale, and physical requirements limited
by waterways and ports of call, ship designers are constantly looking at the latest technology to
provide prospective operators advantages over their competitors and older members of their
fleet.
These design augmentations cover, but are not limited to, newer fabrication methods (to
reduce cost or time of construction), propulsion alternatives (to improve speed, efficiency,
maneuverability, redundancy, space limitations, etc.), and amenity alternatives (dining, shopping,
exercise, individual balconies, etc.), and they don't come cheaply. On average a 2,000 berth ship
can cost approximately $390 million while a 3000 berth ship goes for $500 to $650 million.
[CLIA, 2005a] This correlates to an approximate 10% - 15% construction discount on a per
berth basis. In addition to the discount, the operating costs of a larger ship are reduced on a per
berth basis due to economies of scale. The trade-off for this increased size is a decreased
mobility and limited access to ports of call, making buying decisions for cruise lines a constant
tradeoff analysis of ship placement (for market penetrations), route planning, target markets, and
amenity allocations. To compound the issue even further, a typical timeline for a new build is
three years from start of design to delivery while the typical lifespan of a vessel is 40 to 50 years;
an issue that most financial analysts bring up when all they see is continual oversupply of ships
in the North American market. [Citigroup, 2003]
Larger cruise lines deal with this issue by "repurposing" their older ships to less
competitive markets or they outright sell the older vessels to smaller operators who would
eventually sell them for scrap metal. A few recent developments have affected this business plan
as well. SOLAS passed two regulations, "that by 2005 all cruise ships be fitted with a sprinkler
system throughout the vessel and by 2010 ... that no part of the vessel be combustible." [DMV,
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2004] Retrofitting older vessels to meet these requirements would not make any financial sense;
the ship owner would not gain a newer, more marketable vessel but rather be throwing away
money. Compounding the issue even further is the recent trend of scrapyards mandating the
removal of asbestos and other hazardous material prior to the dismantling of the vessel, an issue
that has not been mandated by the governing maritime bodies but that has been brought forth
through environmentalist efforts.
Taking all these guidelines, regulations, and restrictions into consideration, a prospective
ship owner is left with a quagmire of decisions that need to be made to create or maintain a
successful cruise line. Marketing issues such as a ship's target demographics, areas of
deployment, and brand quality all need to be addressed either through market research or
awareness of the competition. Being abreast of all existing propulsion, powering, sewage
treatment, water treatment, and safety technologies must also be in the purview of the owner. To
add more to the mix, the owner must also bear in mind the true operational life of the vessel,
taking into consideration of its marketable shelf life, the possibility of a cramped market place or
poor economy, and any environmental and safety concerns that may appear in the future.
How to bring all these factors together and to make informed decisions on them is where
the naval architect comes in. By developing a framework to tackle all these issues, the designer
can provide the owner with a logical step-by-step breakdown of every decision in such a way
that each effect can be quantified, thus affording the owner the resource of being able to quickly
compare alternatives that would have not been readily available to him / her in the past. Once
the process is explained in the ensuing chapter, the case study will demonstrate only the simplest
of examples to show how such a myriad of factors can be broken down into quantifiable parts so
that the owner can make an informed decision.
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CHAPTER 3: CRUISE SHIP SYSTEMS APPROACH INVESTIGATION AND
DEVELOPMENT
INTRODUCTION
A naval architect, as any designer of complex systems, today is faced by a multiplicity of
requirements, from owner's needs and desires, engineering feasibility, imperatives of
technological advancement, environmental considerations, all the way to prescribed regulations.
Maritime organization requirements dictate minimum levels of redundancy in propulsion,
maneuvering, electrical, and mechanical systems while mandating appropriate fire retardant
materials, fire suppression equipment, general life saving equipment, and standards for damage
prevention/deterrents for all classes of vessels. Additionally, markets change and the vessels that
service them adapt to meet their needs. Throughout a lifecycle of a ship, its operational needs
will fluctuate to meet market demands. These needs may be anticipated, to an extent, but are
never able to be completely addressed in the earliest stages of design.
Introduced in 1959 by J.H. Evans ("Basic Design Concepts," ASNE Journal, November
1959), the design spiral is still used to characterize the ship design process. Since its inception
there are many variations, but the concept remains the same, Figure 6 illustrates the cruise ship
version of the typical design spiral process. Traditionally, total ship considerations such as life-
cycle cost and revenue potential are often looked at in the third or fourth iteration of the design
spiral process, the outcome of which is a single point design whose characteristics are not well
defined in relation to the needs of all the stakeholders involved. What is needed is a
comprehensive trade-off framework to consider a large and complex design efficiently so that
determination of what parameters have greater impact on final design requirements than others
can be accomplished in such a way as to focus the feasible design region, while simultaneously
expanding the decision maker's horizons, as early on in the design process as possible.
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Figure 6: Typical Design Spiral [Levander, 2005]
Systems thinking and engineering methods have been used to address these perspectives
in various forms over the past 30-40 years. Successes at taking a systems approach resulted in
some major program successes, such as the development of the nuclear submarine, Polaris
missile, and AEGIS weapon systems. With respect to the incorporation of these successes to the
application of systems approaches to ship design in general, in the early 1980's the U.S. Navy
started to act on what was important, an understanding that when considering a "collective whole
of how a vessel was assembled: optimized parts do not necessarily create an optimized whole."
[Hootman, 2003] Understandably, a cruise ship is not a naval ship; their similarities lie in their
complexities of design and customizability that most other ship types do not necessarily need
(Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Shipbuilding Cost by Ship Type [Levander, 2005
Although commercial ship design does not have the same missions as naval ships do, the
same philosophies can be applied to address their design issues in a more comprehensive
fashion. The main deterrent to transferring this to commercial ship design is in confronting the
old adage of, "if it ain't broke, don't fix it." In many naval circles one would be hard pressed to
find the need to re-analyze a ship's parameters from any perspective other than the original
designer's interpretation of what was deemed best. However, systems engineering is useful, and
that designers "could benefit from the use of analysis to understand what may end up driving the
[design requirements] even within the vast uncertainties" of future markets and evolving
technology. [Builder, 1989] It is with this understanding that many solutions can be discarded
without having to analyze them first. Cruise ship designers have only recently began to address
these issues; a case in point is in the development of the Queen Mary 2:
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The genesis.. .was unconventional. Traditionally, when a naval architect is asked to
design a newbuilding for an owner, he responds with three essential questions: How
many passengers? How fast? How luxurious? But this was no conventional assignment;
before providing capacity, speed, or lavishness, he needed informed guidance. Hard data
would only emerge after some arduous new research. [The naval architect] was instructed
to embark on an extensive study as to what form a viable and economically sound
twenty-first-century ocean liner should take. ... formal research began in May 1998. [And
would culminate in]... an exhaustive 2-year study. [Maxtone-Graham, 2004]
Although systems engineering can be generically defined (INCOSE Systems Engineering
Handbook, INCOSE-TP-2003-016-02, Version 2a, 1 June 2004) most implementations are more
domain specific. The development of cruise ships is better explained from a perspective of
systems engineering with respect to product placement in the naval architecture domain. This
thesis will primarily use literature based on Navy and Air Force methodologies and then will
combine the most salient features with key aspects from the product placement and naval
architecture domains to develop an approach for commercial cruise ship design application. The
basic aspects of technical measurement, multiple criteria decision making, and experimental
design are the focus of the adaptation of the developed approach.
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING FOR PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
Systems Engineering is based on, "iterative, top-down, hierarchical decomposition of
systems requirements, supported by ... studies that record the basis for significant decisions and
the options considered." [DRM, 2006] It begins by breaking down the system level requirements
and continues with major subsystems, their respective subsystems, and so forth. At each level of
decomposition, further "analysis, allocation, and synthesis" [DRM, 2006] is performed so that,
with the assistance of other engineering disciplines, a baseline of system design is created. The
end result being the allocation of systems requirements and their measure of effectiveness with
respect to alternative designs; integrated within all the design disciplines and ensuring that the,
"system developed meets all requirements defined in the system specification and for providing
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the analysis which assures that all requirements will be met." [DRM, 2006] DRM Associates, a
consulting firm for product development, breaks down systems engineering in the following
manner [DRM, 2006]:
During system.. .requirements analysis, systems engineering analyzes and
reviews the impact of operational characteristics, environmental factors, and minimum
acceptable functional requirements, and develops measures suitable for ranking
alternative designs in a consistent and objective manner. ...
During functional analysis, systems engineering uses the input of performance
requirements developed during mission [or] operational analysis to progressively identify
and analyze system functions and subfunctions in order to identify alternatives to meet
system requirements. It is performed in conjunction with Allocation and Synthesis
activities. Systems engineering considers all specified modes of operation and support.
Systems engineering then establishes performance requirements for each function and
sub-function identified. When time is critical to performance of a function, systems
engineering also performs a timeline analysis.
During the allocation process, systems engineering allocates performance and
design requirements to each system function and sub-function. These derived
requirements are stated in sufficient detail to permit allocation to hardware, software,
procedural data, or personnel. Systems engineering identifies any special personnel skills
or peculiar design requirements. Allocation activities are performed in conjunction with
Functional Analysis and Synthesis activities. Traceability of the allocated system
requirements should be maintained.
During synthesis, systems engineering together with representatives of hardware,
software, and other appropriate engineering specialties develops a system architecture
design that is sufficient to specify the performance and design requirements which are
allocated in the detailed design. Design of the system architecture occurs simultaneously
with the allocation of requirements and analysis of system functions. The design is
documented with block and flow diagrams. ...
During final configuration item or subsystem requirements definition, systems
engineering uses the specifications as a mechanism to transfer information from the
systems requirements analysis, system architecture design, and system design tasks. Joint
sign-off s of specifications by the specification author [the ship owner] and the detailed
designer [the naval architect] pertaining to systems engineering and the design
engineering disciplines assures understanding and buy-in. The specifications should
assure that the requirements are testable and are stated at the appropriate specification
level.
Specialty engineering functions participate in the systems engineering process in all
phases. They are responsible for reliability, maintainability, testability, producibility,
parts control, human factors, safety, and design-to-cost. Specialty engineering shall be
involved in the issuing of design criteria, and the monitoring of the progress of the design
and performance analysis to assure the design requirements are met.
During requirements verification, systems engineering and test engineering
verify the completed system design to assure that all the requirements contained in the
requirements specifications have been achieved. Tests conducted to verify requirements
are performed using hardware configured to the final design.
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The work of Crevely, Slutsky, and Antis in their book, Design for Six Sigma in
Technology and Product Development, is a greater authority on the subject of product
development. From a cruise line perspective, product development is what systems engineering
is about. It is what occurs when a business starts with an idea usually conceived from an
observed market opportunity, develops the idea, formulates a strategy to implement it, and
delivers it to the marketplace. Analyzing the operational characteristics within the framework of
an entire cruise fleet and breaking it down further to a ship's level analysis is what the naval
architect attempts to do in order to enable the owner in making an informed decision as to what
to build and, therefore, compete in the marketplace. The keystone of this process is in the
development of appropriate metrics, using these developed criteria in such a way as to make the
appropriate decisions, and applying them into a unified design space so that the owner can weigh
all the possible alternatives before deciding on a solution that suits his / her needs.
TECHNICAL MEASUREMENT AND MEASURES OF MERIT
One of the foundations for implementing a systems engineering approach is to implement
a structured method for technical measurement. Technical measurement "is the set of
measurement activities used to provide the acquirer [and designer] insight into progress in the
definition and development of the technical solution, ongoing assessment of the associated risks
and issues, and the likelihood of meeting the critical objectives of the acquirer." [Technical
Measurement, INCOSE, 2005]. The definition of a technical measurement approach for this
thesis is based upon the US Department of Defense and defense industry implementations. To
begin, the following definitions will serve as the baseline for this definition [Hootman, 2003]:
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Effectiveness - "Effectiveness is the condition of achieving a requirement."
[Hockberger, 1996]
System Effectiveness - The "ability of a system to accomplish a mission, and achieve a
favorable [mission] outcome." [Brown, 1995]
Dimensional Parameters (DPs) - "the properties or characteristics of the physical
entities whose values determine system behavior and the structure under
consideration even when at rest." [Green and Johnson, 2002]
Measures of Performance (MOPs) - "are the measures that characterize physical or
functional attributes relating to the system operation, measured or estimated under
specified testing and/or operational environment conditions." [INCOSE, 2003]
Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs) - "the 'operational' measures of success that are
closely related to the achievement of the mission or operational objective being
evaluated, in the intended operational environment under a specified set of
conditions; i.e. how well the solution achieves the intended purpose." [INCOSE,
2003]
Measures of Force Effectiveness (MOFEs) - are a "measure of how the system, and the
force of which it is a part, performs its missions" [Green and Johnson, 2002].
MOFEs may also be referred to as Measures of System Effectiveness (MOSEs) or
as an Overall Measure of Effectiveness (OMOE).
Measures of Merit (MOMs) - are a general term for all measures that characterize a
system under analysis, they "subsume all measures that characterize a...system"
[Green and Johnson, 2002]. In this study, MOMs will refer to MOPs, MOEs, and
MOFEs.
As the definitions dictate, MOMs will refer to MOPs, MOEs, and MOFEs. In the process
of developing MOMs it is important that the system being analyzed is first broken down in terms
of internal and external attributes because "a change in the boundaries changes the parameter set
and the resulting system behavior and performance." [Green, 2001a] To better illustrate this,
think of MOMs in the sense of a set of subsystems, much in the way of concentric rings (Figure
8) illustrated below.
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Figure 8: System Boundary Levels [Green and Johnson, 2002]
Green further clarifies that "MOEs and MOFEs are specified and measured external to
the boundary" while DPs and MOPs are measured within the system (and its subsystems). Other
authors similarly explain the same thinking but in a different terminology, where MOMs relate to
"system performance as a function of its intended operational employment." [Leite and Mensh,
1999] This definition better explains commercial, non-mission oriented design applications,
where parameters such as target acquisition effectiveness are not usually on a traditional ship
owner's design requirements. Once the parameters have been defined, the consensus for
developing a process model begins with four inputs: the mission, the expected threat, the
environment, and potential system concepts. [Green, 200 1b]
Missions of the commercial sense can relate to travel time per leg or revenue generation
per leg and they should be defined in quantitative terms. [Rains, 1999] Furthermore, the
literature advocates that they should be developed in parallel with system requirements because,
"they help formulate [them] and it helps make the design process more efficient." [Hockberger,
1996] Leite and Mensh go on to provide a step-by-step process for developing such a model
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(Figure 9) where, once it is developed, the outcomes are used as inputs to metrics for
representing the previously defined MOMs. (Figure 10) [Leite and Mensh, 1999]
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Green then continues by addressing what the literature calls the 'ilities'1 [Hootman, 2003]
and their relationship with developing a MOM hierarchy. Each author develops their process
structure depending on what their subsequent impact is on the ship design. For a naval
combatant as an example, one author bases the hierarchy off of a 'Cycle of Mission
Accomplishment' composed of Availability, Reliability, Survivability, and Capability and relates
[Brown, 1995]. However, the literature advises that the expounded measures "must be
independent at the level of analysis under evaluation" [Green, 2001 a]. The Air Force AoA adds
that "MOEs should not be strongly correlated with one another (to avoid overemphasizing
particular aspects of the alternatives)... [and that] MOEs must be independent of the nature of the
alternatives, as all alternatives are evaluated using all MOEs." [OAS, 2000]
Green's solution to this approach is a balance "between those elements, both combat
systems and ship systems, that are required for mission success [and that the] process model
focuses on the mission goals rather than starting with a set of constraints that accept degradation
in the performance of these goals as a process that must be paid." [Green, 2001b] Marud et al
also provides a resolution through a four step process [Malerud et al, 2000], [Hootman, 2003]:
1. Define high-level properties through a qualitative, top-down approach.
2. Outline MOPs by first identifying DPs that characterize identified high-level
properties.
3. Develop MOEs as metrics to judge system performance against user
requirements.
4. MOFEs present a more unique challenge as they are often "more qualitative...
[requiring] military and analyst judgment."
A good summary of characteristics of MOMs so far can be seen below on table X.
Further into MOM development, the literature continues by stating that, "expressing MOPs,
MOEs, and MOSEs as a probability allows us to determine if a parametric change is statistically
The 'ilities' include system performance characteristics such as affordability, performability, standardability,
producibility, riskability, reliability, and maintainability. [Keane, et al, 1996], [Shupp, 2003], [Hootman, 2003]
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significant" [Green, 2001 a] and that MOMs should be "efficient in the statistical sense (small
variance/reasonable accuracy)" [Green and Johnson, 2002]. Green concludes that "if it can't be
expressed as a probability it probably is not an effectiveness measure." [Green, 2001a] Further
arguments can be read in Mason's citing of the work of Girard and Elele whose "definitions of
MOEs are much more mathematically rigorous because they are expressed in probabilistic
terms." [Hootman, 2003]
In Girard's terms, an MOE is the probability of the successful accomplishment of a
function, where all probabilities are conditional, and are derived from MOPS and lower
level (or prior) MOEs, and where a function is a process relating in an outcome. Thus
'an MOE defined by an objective function at an upper level is a dependent variable, and
is a mathematical function of the MOEs defined by objective functions at a lower level.'
Ultimately, an 'audit trail' equation is generated, linking the conditional upper level MOE
to measurable MOPs. Elele uses Baye's Rule to develop a similar probability based
MOE definition. [Mason, 1995]
Table 2: Characteristics of MOMs [Green and Johnson, 20021
Characteristics I Definitions
Mission oriented
Discriminatory
Measurable
Quantitative
Realistic
Objective
Appropriate
Sensitive
Inclusive
Independent
Simple
The final segment
Relates to force/system.
Identifies real difference between alternatives.
Can be computed or estimated.
Can be assigned numbers or ranked.
Relates realistically to the C2 system and associated uncertainties.
Defined or derived, independent of subjective opinion
(it is recognized that some measures cannot be objectively defined).
Relates to acceptable standards and analysis objectives.
Reflects changes in system variables.
Reflects those standards required by the analysis objectives.
Mutually exclusive with respect to other measures.
Easily understood by the user.
of MOM development is the issue of addressing cost. Although cost
effectiveness is central to making tradeoffs and an integral part in the design process, the
majority of literature recommends that cost should be excluded. A reasonable explanation can
be found in the Air Force AoA guidebook which states that "because MTs are tasks, cost is never
a MT or an MOE, and cost is never considered in the effectiveness analysis" [OAS, 2000]
Furthering its belief for the need for MOM transparency it goes on to state:
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Ideally, MOEs should normally represent raw quantities like numbers of something or
frequencies of occurrence. Attempts to disguise these quantities through a mathematical
transformation (for example, through normalization), no matter how well meaning,
reduce the information content and may be regarded as "tampering with the data." This
same reasoning applies to the use of MOEs defined as ratios; a ratio essentially "hides"
both quantities. [OAS, 2000]
While another source added that:
Cost-effectiveness should not be represented as a ratio, giving values with meaningless
signs or values (infinities when division by zero occurs). Rather, one plots points on a
graph, with Delta-MOE on the vertical (y) axis and Delta-cost on the horizontal one (x),
using the pairs of numbers for the different candidates. Now two options with the same
effectiveness will be at equal altitudes, whatever their costs, and two with equal cost,
whatever their MOEs, will lie above one another. The informational value one desires of
a ratio is there without the confusion; and it is thus unnecessary to limit the scope of the
analysis to constant cost or constant MOE. [Willard, 2002]
It goes against conventional thinking that cost should not be a consideration early on in
the design process. Some literature even goes on to argue that MOEs must be defined as
"numerical indicators which directly relate performance to cost" [Rains, 1999] in order to
"temper results, making lower cost systems with good performance possibly the most effective
for the money required." [Rains, 1994] It is not to say that cost effectiveness does not have its
place, but rather it should be considered at the end of the entire design process where the
prospective owner will have a few optimized solutions to his design requirements which he / she
can then gauge with cost in mind. With this understanding and the fact that the majority of
literature reviewed goes against using cost as a MOM, this paper will do the same in its case
study by applying cost only as a final metric.
Additionally, when choosing MOMs, their long-range applicability should be considered
since they are not necessarily constrained to the early stages of design. [Hootman, 2003] The
logic is self-explanatory in that one would not design a ship with one specific task in mind but
would put into consideration that a ship's original target market may change and would therefore
take into account all of the possibilities of future use for that ship. Moreover, as the ship design
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gets more complex, the design process itself takes longer to complete, creating the need to factor
in the design parameters that the ship meet its requirements prior to delivery and not at time of
design. For more complex ships such as LNGs or passenger vessels, this may mean vital
upcoming electronics or classification requirements must be forecasted early on in the
development of MOMs. The Air Force AoA guidebook continues that, "if possible, MOEs
should be chosen to provide suitable assessment criteria for use during later developmental and
operational testing. This 'linking' of the [design process] to testing is valuable to the test
community and the decision maker." [OAS, 2000]
Finally, it is should be noted that the literature acknowledges the fact the MOM
development is not an exact science and that value judgments are inherent at some stage of the
process. [Hootman, 2003] "A measure of effectiveness resembles a moral principle in that its
validity cannot be established by reason alone.. .we must make a value judgment." [DARCOM,
1979] "MOMs are not just metrics from analytical model. They must also incorporate the
preferences of the decision maker and customer." [Hootman, 2003] An excerpt from the Army's
Handbook for Weapon Systems Analysis better illuminates:
"In the dynamic compromise process (1) we make use of our limited
understanding of the supersystem to obtain an approximate measure of the system's
effectiveness, (2) adjust this measure so that it becomes possible to relate it to the
system's elements, (3) we readjust the measure until it is satisfactory to the decision
maker, and (4) we re-readjust it until the projected study does not exceed the time-and-
effort deadline."
"We are not quite finished. We must examine the resulting fourth-order
approximation to see if it is close enough to the 'true' measure of effectiveness to make
the study worthwhile. This can only be done by 'feel.' If we decide that the approximate
measure is too far off, then, depending on the situation, we have five courses of action:
(1) learn more about the supersystem, (2) learn more about the system itself, (3) talk the
decision-maker into reversing his interpretation, (4) suggest an extension of the scope of
the study, or (5) call the whole study off. However, in most cases, this last drastic step
should not be necessary."
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"The point is that regardless of how you finally select a measure of effectiveness,
this measure must be reasonably close to representing the true purpose of the system. If
it is not, then all the linear programming and all the game theory in the world will not
save us from optimizing auto assembly lines so as to provide the maximum number of
coffee breaks per hour. And, then we would soon find that no one was willing to sponsor
(such) an operations-research study...." [DARCOM, 1979]
As previously stated, the majority of the literature reviewed was military in nature.
Finding published examples of MOMs for commercial applications was therefore unsuccessful
and attempting to extrapolate a corresponding commercial equivalent to kill ratios, survivability,
or any other uniquely military parameter is a separate paper within itself. An attempt will be
made, however, to illustrate what the authors had in mind for the sake of this paper.
The military primarily determines the worth of a system in terms of military effectiveness
and bases its analysis on a probabilistic framework that, depending on the author, has many
formulas it can use to determine whether a specific system will perform a required mission.
Commercial definitions of a mission can vary depending on ship type. For a more robust design,
as in a passenger vessel, missions can consist of available dining capacity per hour, revenue
generating capacity per hour, or travel times. While relatively less dynamic ship types, such as a
containership, missions can be loading times or travel times. From these mission definitions, we
can then gauge the ship as a system based on its performance capabilities.
Where a typical military performance category can consist of Mission Support,
Readiness, and Survivability, commercial applications may be concerned with Mobility (speed,
sea keeping, maneuverability, stability), Human Support (safety, health, habitability, recreation),
and Survivability. [Hockberger, 1996] From that point the literature diverges and each author
has his/her own way of analyzing these factors. Green proposed the following Mission Success
Formula, as shown in Equation 1:
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Equation 1: Green's Mission Success Formula
Mission Success = Ao * RM* S * MAM
Where:
- AO = mission availability
- Rm = mission reliability
- S = survivability = probability of ship loss
- MAM = mission attainment measure
o MAM=WSE=PK*PD*PC*PE*PWK
o PK = Ship killability (a function of vulnerability and susceptibility)
o PD = Probability of detection
o Pc = Probability of control (correct identification, one track per target,
etc.)
o PE = Probability of engagement (the ability to guide the weapon to
within its acquisition cone)
o PWK = Probability of weapon kill (the ability of the weapon to achieve
the desired level of kill)
Correlating this to a commercial model is not as straight forward as a mission specific task.
Looking at a ship as a business model a possible alternative formula could be:
Equation 2: Possible commercial alternative to Green's Mission Success Formula
Financial Success = Am * RM* S * FAM
Where:
- Ao = Market availability
- RM = Market reliability
- S = Survivability = probability of ship loss due to unforeseen circumstances
(Acts of God, Terrorism, etc.)
- FAM = Financial attainment measure
o FAM=Pw*PC*PH*PD*PF
o Pw = Probability of inclement weather
o PC= Probability clients choose our product over others outside of the
cruise segment
o PH = Probability that travel period is a good one for a vacation (i.e. on
a national holiday)
o PD = Probability of booking on a discounted fare
o PF= Probability that a discounted fare is issued
It should be noted that formulas such as these are probabilistic and do not calculate
discrete numbers but rather analyze fractional units instead. Although it may not be clear what it
means to, say, deliver fractions of containers, it does make such an approach suitable for
modeling and effectiveness analyses. [Hootman, 2003] Furthermore, these effectiveness models
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can be expanded in a reverse fashion. Rather than analyzing a system and its inherent
subsystems, the same consideration can be put into relating a system with other systems, such as
determining fleet effectiveness in a combat scenario [Crary, 1999] or in its ability to satisfy the
market demands of a specific trade route.
Thus, the onus on the ship designer is, through heavy dialogue between the ship owner
and his / her marketing department, to develop a set of probabilistic measurements that take not
only on-board factors in mind but external elements that affect the ship as a whole as well as its
passengers, crew, and sales force. Factors, for instance, that would affect the operational
capability of a ship or that would affect the utilization of capacity (and therefore revenue) of a
ship. For the case study, concentration on primarily internal (shipboard) MOMs will be taken
into consideration while external factors will not be dealt with since marketing and
environmental dynamics are beyond the scope of this thesis.
MULTIPLE CRITERIA DECISION MAKING CONSIDERATIONS
Multiple criteria decision making (MCDM), also referred to as multi-criteria decision
making, is used to model the weight of various decision maker preferences and to rank
alternative system solutions. With a system as complex as a ship, composed of many sub-
systems that are complicated on their own right, a designer is left with many choices to meet the
demands of the owner. Solving the requirements of the sub-systems alone will often not produce
an ideal result; the interactions amongst the sub-systems must also be analyzed, leading to a ship
design that truly is a multi-criteria decision problem. [Hootman, 2003] These MCDM methods
can vary in complexity depending on not only the amount of parameters analyzed, but also how
many of their interactions are thought out. In addition, subjectivity becomes a factor into
determining which criteria stand out above the others. How these criteria are weighted is up to
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the individual method itself. This section will address the most common of the models,
specifically: weighted sum (WS), hierarchical weighted sum (HWS), analytical hierarchy process
(AHP), and multi-attribute utility (MAU) analysis, and discuss the concept of Pareto optimality.
WEIGHTED SUM METHOD
Of the four, the WS method is the simplest, most commonly used method. By summing
the product of objective weights and attribute levels (MOEs) a figure of merit (FOM) can be
obtained but has been proven to be highly inconsistent, requiring the following caveats to any
potential designers [Whitcomb, 1998a]:
" Objective definitions are only defined at a single level, which impede
transparency of relationships.
* The method does not attempt to mitigate or eliminate dependence between
attributes.
* Risk is assessed in an overly simplistic manner.
Equation 3 breaks down the weighted sum method in its simplest of forms.
jwi xi
i=1
n
zwi
i=1
Equation 3: Weighted Sum Method
In it, wi represents the objective weights and xi the attribute levels. The rest of the methods
addressed in this paper are all based on a hierarchical approach, which has an advantage in that it
eliminates the first caveat in WS, addresses the second, and it [Whitcomb, 1998a]:
" Refines the ability to define appropriate aspects of each MOE.
* Shows objective function relationships to each other.
" Organizes the evaluation.
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HIERARCHICAL WEIGHTED SUM
Of the remaining three, the simplest model is the hierarchical weighted sum, a
"modification of the weighted sum method, using the objective hierarchy versus the single level
objective sum of products formulation" that the WS method used. [Whitcomb, 1998a] Figure 11
best illustrates this. As such, rather than pooling all the objective weights together, they are
segregated into their relative categories, analyzed in parts and then reanalyzed as a whole.
Whitcomb formulates the HWS as follows:
The lowest level of the hierarchy consists of the attributes, ai, on which the
alternative ship concepts are graded. A raw score, sj, is assigned to each alternative ship
concept, j for each ai. The scoring scheme is predetermined such that sj can have any
value from 1 to 10, with 1 as the worst and 10 as the best. The raw score of an attribute is
not as important as the relative score, since alternative ship concepts are rated against
each other, and raw score is normalized. For k alternative ship concepts, the normalized
score, s , is defined by equation 4-A.
Each ai is assigned a weighting factor, vi. These ai are grouped into a set of
parameters, Pk, at the next level of the hierarchy. Each Pk is assigned a weighting factor,
Wk. The vi s0j products are subtotaled and normalized by the sum of the weighting factors,
at the respective attribute hierarchical level, to ensure that the parameter weighting is not
affected by the number of attributes or the size of the attribute weights. The Wk (vi sO)
product is normalized at the parameter level to create a set of resulting final scores which
sum to 1.0. The score for each alternative,] , is then found from equations 4-B and 4-C.
[Whitcomb, 1998a]
0 OJS m j r k k-
S k m FOM Z kiPk)j
j=1\ = =
(4-A) (4-B) (4-C)
Where,
P =-parameter score ofjh alternative
m =-number of attributes of parameter Pj
r -number of parameters
FOM -Figures of Merit
Equation 4 (Parts A, B, C): Hierarchical Weighted Sum Formulation [Whitcomb, 1998a]
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Figure 11: Whitcomb's Hierarchy Structure [Whitcomb, 1998a]
ANALYTIC HIERARCHY PROCESS
Similar to HWS is the analytic hierarchy process (AHP). AHP reflects the customer or
decision maker's preferences by the use of "pairwise comparisons of every attribute at each level
of the hierarchy [creating] a relative importance scale for each attribute." [Hootman, 2003]
Oliver et al summarizes:
The results are summarized in a matrix, and the principal eigenvector of the matrix
provides the values for the priorities. If all of the effectiveness measures can be
computed analytically, then these priorities are used directly as weighting
factors... [however], some of the effectiveness measures may be of the type that are
matters of user preference. In this case the designs are considered in pairs for each of the
effectiveness measures by the individuals participating. The results are combined with
the weighting factors to yield a preference for each design. [Oliver et al, 1997]
An additional advantage using this method is that it offers a consistency check of the pairwise
comparisons; however, "as the number of attributes under consideration becomes large,
approximately better than seven, decision makers may have trouble keeping the criteria straight."
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[Whitcomb, 1998a] [Hootman, 2003] Islam also noted in his work of such a drawback and
attempted to prove:
Saaty's suggestion of clustering alternatives into groups according to a common
attribute....In [this] procedure, the number of comparisons required is much less than is
required in the unified approach and the rankings that result are sufficiently close to the
standard AHP with all the pairwise comparisons. [Islam, 1997]
MULTI-ATTRIBUTE UTILITY ANALYSIS
Leaving the direct hierarchical process of the last two methods, MAU grounds itself in
the utility function, "a specific type of value function in that the units are based on an ordered
metric scale and is developed under the condition of risk." [Whitcomb, 1998b] This process
takes the individual utilities of singular, lower level attributes of a particular decision and
combines them into a single function, the MAU function, "allowing utility to be defined with
respect to any two points on the scale, which are then assigned any convenient value. The
quantities for the worst and best decision outcomes can be defined, forming the basis for actual
measurement of utility." [Whitcomb, 1998b]
GENERAL METHOD CONSIDERATIONS
All of the MCDM methods have challenges with their implementation, whether for
ranking or weighting. The Air Force AoA Guidebook addresses the issues regarding the
weighting of MOEs:
Weighting assigns different values (weights) to different MOEs. It is a seductive idea:
clearly not all MOEs are created equal. A difficulty with weighting, however, is that an
analyst's weights may not be a decision maker's weights. By weighting, the analyst is
proclaiming judgment superior to that of the decision-maker. Weighting is strongly
discouraged. Almost invariably, weighting is an attempt, conscious or otherwise, to
avoid thinking through alternative methods of presenting the results in a clearer manner.
Better presentations almost always can be found; take the time to look for them. [OAS,
2000]
It points out an inconsistency with some of the more useful methods of MCDM. On one hand,
weighting will allow the decision maker to deal with an appropriate amount of information but
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may lose some inherent properties in the analysis while, on the other hand, not weighting will
provide an accurate picture at the expense of inundating the user with too much information.
Hockberger does provide an interesting middle ground.
Lower level MOEs should be calculated and combined within the model or simulation,
which can determine the way each MOP of an alternative concept contributes to
achieving them and how they combine to produce higher level MOEs. Human judgment
and weights are only required for going the rest of the way up the tree, combining the
MOEs the model yields in order to produce the overall composite MOE. [Hockberger,
1996]
Another MCDM tool was the development of the "dendritic" by Mustin whose purpose,
"is to refine tasks to the point where data explicative of performance can be gathered." [Mustin,
1996]
The dendritic is formed by focusing on overall intent of related joint tasks across levels of
war and determining a question whose data supported answer will define this
intent... Similarly, corresponding functional areas form critical subordinate issues that
generally reflect the level at which MOEs are developed. Specific task requirements
within each of the functional areas serve to formulate another level of sub issues that may
determine underlying MOPs. Continued refinement of task requirements into more
specific and lower levels of aggregation ultimately leads to the point where data can be
gathered. [Mustin, 1996]
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Figure 12: Mustin's Dendritic [Mustin, 19961
Using yet another approach, breaking down all these MOMs into manageable analyses
can be accomplished by a 'Goal-Question-Metric' format introduced by Kowalski et al that that
would allow a designer to create a framework where, "all metrics [are] traceable to requirements
and all requirements [are] associated with metrics." [Leite and Mensh, 1999] Figure 13
graphically demonstrates the format:
State the Goal
Repose the Goal Statement
as a Series of Questions
Identify suitable measures to identify the
extent to which each question is answered
Q Q
1 2
M M M M
1 2 3 4
Figure 13: The Goal-Question-Metric Format [Kowalski et al, 1998]
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How well is operational
aerospace and missile
defense provided?
PARETO OPTIMALITY
When dealing with MCDM situations, the concept of Pareto optimality is critical. Pareto
optimality is important in situations where multiple, conflicting objectives are present in the
decision - in other words, in all system cases. The MCDM cases all produce conditions where a
single optimal solution cannot be defined, as in a typical single variable case where the Karesh-
Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) necessary and sufficient conditions for global optimality can be
mathematically defined [Introduction to Optimal Design, Arora]. The Pareto optimal solution is
a set of possible solutions, a set of non-dominated solutions, in which no single objective can be
improved without degrading the achievement of at least one other objective.
For systems engineering application for presentation to a set of decision makers, the
designer would create a graph of two competing MOMs with one on the abscissa and the other
on the ordinate and plot out the remaining designs in relation to the competing MOMs. The plot
in Figure 14 additionally scales, "the values between a "Good" and "Marginal" value where the
ideal is achieved at point (1, 1) and least ideal at (0, 0)." [Hootman, 2003] Using this additional
method would enable the user to discern a Pareto frontier, the curved, dashed line between points
A and B in the graph if there are enough designs plotted. The optimal between the two points
would be determined if, "by moving away from [one] point, one MOM cannot be improved
without degrading the value of the second MOM." [Hootman, 2003]
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Figure 14: Example Pareto Plot [Whitcomb, XIII-A, 2001]
The solutions depicted in the figures are, "the conceptual equivalents, in multi-objective
problems, of a technically efficient solution in a single objective problem," [deNeufville, 1990]
and can be observed in Fig 14 by regions A, B, and D which depict the extreme Pareto optima
and the compromise Pareto optima respectively. Region C represents, "all the point designs that
do not fall on the frontier and [that] are...dominated by those on the frontier and are thus,
inferior designs." [Hootman, 2003] A decision-maker would use this information not to find a
single optimal solution but to uncover equally efficient designs to be considered for a final series
of tradeoffs.
TRADE-OFF METHODOLOGY
Traditional ship design uses empirical experience, rules of thumb, and heuristics with
micro-analysis of core systems to establish a feasible solution to the demands of a ship owner.
With the additional impetus of technological advances and rapidly increasing building costs,
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design optimization has become an ever increasingly complex process. The aerospace industry
has felt these similar pressures as well and has met this challenge by coupling Design of
Experiments and Response Surface Methods (DOE/RSM) techniques. By identifying which of
the design variables have the greatest influence in the design, they have been able, "to define the
design space, conduct tradeoff studies, and facilitate better informed decision making."
[Hootman, 2003]
Professor Whitcomb in the Naval Construction and Engineering Program at MIT began a
Naval Research sponsored effort to translate these aerospace techniques to the field of naval
combat design. The first successful application was in submarine concept exploration by
Goggins [Goggins, 2001] where a response surface was generated for, "cost, submerged
displacement, length, submerged speed, and OMOE." [Goggins, 2001] The OMOE was a
function of test depth, submerged speed, and modular payload length. Building on Goggin's
work, Price used DOE/RSM to examine, "the impacts and propagation of design parameter
uncertainty at the concept design stage," [Hootman, 2003] recognizing that:
The complexity of the ship design process leads to numerous assumptions and a great
deal of uncertainty in the point designs during the concept exploration phase. While it is
not feasible to eliminate this uncertainty, it is useful to explore how it affects the overall
design. An analysis of the uncertainty associated with each point design provides the
designer with additional information for comparing designs. [Price, 2002]
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Whalen continued in the effort by using DOE/RSM to:
develop an Optimal Deadrise Hull (ODH) that reduces mechanical shock where it first
enters the boat, at the hull-sea interface. Planing boat hydrodynamics were reviewed and
the mechanical shock environment was evaluated. The ODH analysis is performed on the
MkV Special Operations Craft in order to determine the effects of hull deadrise on
vertical acceleration. Finally, the results of the ODH analysis are used to perform a
design space study of planing hulls in order to optimize the overall design for vertical
acceleration based on hull deadrise, cruise speed, and payload weight. [Whalen, 2002]
In 2003, Psallidas applied DOE/RSM to assess the impact of forecasted technological
improvements on system performance [Psallidas, 2003]. In order to:
aid the decision maker in projecting the performance of future vessel concepts and in
allocating the resources for technological research and development in an optimum way.
The impact of technology [is] assessed through the use of technology k-factors that [are]
introduced into a mathematical synthesis model [that] modify technical characteristics or
cost parameters of the design. These modifications will result in changes of the technical
metrics to simulate the hypothetical improvement or degradation associated with the new
technology. [Psallidas, 2003]
In the same year, Hootman furthered naval DOE/RSM efforts by addressing mission analysis,
within the context of a submarine's military effectiveness over a specified mission. [Hootman,
2003] The foundation of Hootman's work is the basis of this thesis as well.
DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS (DOE)
DOE is a method by which a user can examine multiple design parameters (DP) and
quantitatively understand their effect on the whole design (response). [JMP, 2002] The best
implementations begin with the use of a screening experiment, followed by a response surface
experiment.
A screening experiment is used prior to RSM to identify which factors are statistically
significant and practically important to the overall design. Statistical significance refers to the
mathematical test to distinguish between whether a design variable influences the change in the
mean value of the outcome due to an effect described in the model and whether the change could
have been observed in the data by chance alone. In essence, a screening experiment is a set of 2-
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level factors combined to test their effect on the response output. "Given a set of k input
variables (factors) to the overall design problem, a small set of designs is developed by linearly
selecting two factor values over a significant range of each factor's value." [Hootman, 2003]
This set of designs, n, can be demonstrated in Equation 5:
Equation 5: Required Number of DOE Designs
n = 2k
The designer can then use statistical techniques to analyze the effects each factor has on the
design, [JMP, 2002] and determine a smaller set, m, of the k factors that have a greater impact on
the design.
RESPONSE SURFACE METHOD
The response surface method (RSM) is a structured process for creating a minimum set of
designs based on sets of factors to enable study of an entire design space through the use of
second order curve fits of desired data. By varying the values of the m factors for a minimum
(the threshold), maximum (goal), and midpoint, the RSM uses a series of mathematically
predefined orthogonal point designs to model the input-output relationship, which can then be
used to visually represent the design space for decision making. In the following example
provided in Figure 15, a three factor design (m = 3) is used:
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Figure 15: Three Variable Design Models
The space within these boxes represents all points of a desirable solution as
mathematically good reductions of a full factorial design space, which in 3 dimensions would
constitute a set of 27 point designs. Depending on which model is used either 13 points for the
Box-Behnken model, or 15 points for the Central Composite model are required to be populated.
Whereas the Central Composite model allows for the extremes to be a viable solution and
therefore requires points for the 8 corners and the 6 in the middle of each design plane, the Box-
Behnken model avoids the corners in the belief that they do not represent feasible designs and
therefore requires only 13 points, 12 of which lie between each of the corner points.
Statistical analysis software packages, such as JMP, can then be used to develop and
analyze the response surfaces. [JMP, 2002] JMP uses a second order interpolation (as show in
Equation 6) to define the response surface, where the bo ij terms represent constants of
regression, F represents error, and the summations represent linear, quadratic, and interaction
terms respectively. [JMP, 2002]
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Equation 6: Response Surface Equation
If the equation is determined to have a statistically accurate fit, it can then be used to apply an
infinite number of variations into the design space. Additionally, JMP has a graphical interface
to enable the user to visualize all possible design variants, freeing the designer from the finite
number of analyses traditionally used. The naval architect can then use this graphical interface
to begin to redefine the design space to additional constraints as they are presented through the
interactions with the system acquirers.
To create a consistent cruise ship design framework, a uniform philosophy must be
developed. For this thesis, the definitions of DPs, MOPs, MOEs, and MOMs will be used and no
MOFEs will be considered due to the limited scope of the case study. For the same reason,
MOMs will be made as quantitative as possible and will be developed following the steps that
Malerud et al described while avoiding normalization, ratio, and weighting schemes. The only
instance where weighting will be used is in rolling up lower level MOMs when applying AHP
and Pareto analysis; the AHP model works well with hierarchy due to its inherent consistency
check.
When addressing MCDM, this thesis will ensure that both MCDM and MOM hierarchies
are identical and that all subjective judgments are removed. The WS and HWS models will not
be used due to their simplistic nature; they would not accurately model the MCDM problem.
Finally, MAU method will not be used because it is a burden to use and it produces an analysis
that is too vague for the scope of this thesis.
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For the case study, MOMs for the cruise industry will be first addressed and their
hierarchies established. Once the MOMs are addressed, a screening experiment using a
synthesis model will be done to determine which of the MOMs are statistically significant for
analysis. Once these are determined, RSM will be applied to another design experiment to
visualize how these key MOMs interact with each other and within the design space.
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CHAPTER 4: CASE STUDY APPLICATION TO CRUISE SHIP DESIGN
One of the central points that this thesis has emphasized is the importance of analyzing a
system within the framework of a predefined supersystem. In the cruising industry, the
supersystem is similar to the military context in that ships serve many simultaneous purposes
throughout their daily operation. In the military case, the ship is primarily assessed within a task
based supersystem context, since the military mission accomplishment itself is the key decision
making metric. The primary purpose of a cruise ship is to be a revenue generator, so treating the
supersystem as a business model is the appropriate course of action.
A typical business model for cruise lines would be formulated around one or more
demographics (family oriented, singles oriented, etc.) and a specific area of deployment (the
Caribbean, the Mediterranean, etc.). How a ship is utilized is largely dependent on these two
factors. From there, passenger capacity, cabin size, dining area, and general amenities are
decided. Resolving what propulsion, maneuvering, and power to install, each with its own set of
sub-categories that require further trade-off analysis, is performed as well.
For the purpose of the case study, the ultimate goal would be to produce a revenue
generating source for a cruise line. Implementing the 'Goal-Question-Metric' method as
introduced by Kowalski et al, this could then be broken down to a further set of questions and
sub-questions, most of which would be centered on the need of accommodation and service of
passengers:
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0 Are we purchasing a new-build or a conversion?
* What
0
is our marketing strategy?
What are our intended areas of deployment?
- Is the market saturated?
- What cruise length do we want?
* 3&4day
* 7 day
-
-
* 14 day or longer
What ratio of days at port / days at sea do we want?
How many round trips before re-fueling / re-supply do we want? This can
be also be asked in the form of:
" Endurance length
" Number of days
o What is our intended target demographic?
- Is the demographic saturated?
- What does the target demographic look for in:
" Cabin Size / Amenities?
" Restaurant options?
o Single or Dual Seating times
o Types of cuisine
" Individual Entertainment?
o Casino
o Game Rooms
" Group Entertainment?
o Types of Shows?
o Quantity
" Shore Excursions?
* What
0
type of propulsion should we choose?
What bow/stem thrusters should we install?
0 What type of power plant should we choose?
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Ancillary to this question set would be the SOLAS, IMO, and environmental requirements that
would also be added to the design as constraints. Examples are (but are not limited to):
" Fire retardant materials
" Life saving equipment
o Life boats
o Life Rafts
o Extinguishers
" Watertight compartments
" Environmental Considerations
o Waste Management
o Exhaust Restrictions
" Medical Facilities
" Crew accommodations
" Crew Amenities
The context for the formulation of the problem changes with the resources available to
the organization. With enough funding for market analysis, as well as an extensive empirical
knowledge of existing technology, a prospective ship owner can work with a naval architect and
come up with a design that fits their requirements. This would not, however, provide the owner
with a full set of possible ship designs; less costly and/or higher revenue generating alternatives
would also most likely be missed. Factor in the time and money needed to complete such an
analysis and it becomes quickly evident that only the biggest cruise lines would be capable of
funding such an analysis.
Smaller companies would use the combined experience of their personnel, what
information a shipyard and naval architect can freely provide, and observations of the markets
(the competition) to formulate their requirements. This would further reduce their design space,
removing even more alternatives that may have worked for them. Moreover, acquisition cost
would rest as one of the higher level requirements, something that larger lines do not necessarily
have as a top-level requirement.
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MOM development and effectiveness analysis reduce the time and funding required to
develop requirements compared to traditional methods of creating a few point designs; enabling
the naval architect to provide the ship owner with a set of feasible alternatives under their
supplied constraints and factors for consideration. To start, a naval architect can use a synthesis
model (a calculator of sorts) developed where, upon inputting the desired factors, approximate
estimates can be made for general ship dimensions, volumetric calculations, powering
requirements, acquisition cost, operating cost, and estimated revenue. There are many ways to
produce such a calculator; whether by using sophisticated mathematical programs (CAD and
CAE-based) or simple spreadsheets (MathCAD, or various typical commercial spreadsheets), the
results would be the same. It is important that all the calculations used are appropriate for the
specific ship being considered. For example, if one were to use propulsion characteristics of a
frigate and apply it to a cruise ship there is a high probability that the propulsion (and powering)
requirements would be undervalued since a frigate's hull designed for different operating
characteristics than a cruise ship's hull. As such, developing a synthesis model would almost
certainly have to be ship type specific. It would also require empirical data, supplied from the
owner or market analysis, to accurately gauge revenue potential and operational cost.
The synthesis model used for this case study was a spreadsheet modified from a naval
surface combatant analysis and to application to cruise ship design. The framework of the naval
ship synthesis process was changed by regressing cruise ship information adjusted to reflect
current market trends. The synthesis model has not been verified as generically acceptable to all
cruise ships and was only used as a tool to demonstrate the methods brought forth in this study.
The main deviations to the model are in payload area and volume relationships, propulsion
calculations, acquisition cost, operational cost, and revenue generation. Due to the proprietary
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nature, the little data that was gathered came from anonymous sources within the industry, as
well as dated financial reports. The synthesis model can be viewed in Appendix 1. Additionally,
for the purpose of the case study, the following assumptions were made to reduce the scope of
the required analysis:
* A new-build is considered.
* Area of deployment is not addressed.
* Target demographic is not addressed.
* Brand Quality is limited to Budget, Premium, and Ultra-Luxury; leaving out the
Contemporary and Luxury categories.
* Capacity is limited from 1000 to 3000 passengers.
* Cruise Length is limited to 3 & 4 day, 7 day, and 14+ days.
o 14+ days is considered a trans-Atlantic crossing to influence required fuel and
stores in the analysis.
* Amenities for Passengers & Crew are aggregated to an average square footage per
passenger or crew.
o No correlation to demographic or area of deployment is addressed.
* Ticket and on-board revenue is aggregated on a per person basis.
o No correlation to demographic or area of deployment is addressed.
* Occupancy rates are aggregated by brand quality only.
o No correlation to demographic or area of deployment is addressed.
* Dual Bow thrusters are installed, no stem thrusters are considered
* A 3 ship purchase is considered for acquisition and operational cost as well as
revenue generation.
* A simple discounting is applied for financial analysis; real forecasting is avoided.
The designer could always go back to the synthesis model and add more metrics for
consideration. To limit the analysis scope, the following metrics were used to focus the
demonstration of the application of the framework:
" Beam - for constraints such as Panamax, Supermax, etc.
" Displacement - used a check to verify that the synthesis model approximately
reproduced the designs that were used create the model
* Acquisition Cost - three ships
" Operating Cost - three ships
" Revenue - three ships
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Taking the set of assumptions into account, the set of factors that were studied to see their
influence the possible outcomes are:
1. Brand Quality
2. Passenger Capacity
3. Cruise Type (Cruise Length)
4. Days of Stores
5. Propulsion Type
6. Number of Propulsors
7. Engine Type
8. Number of Engines
To accomplish a full factorial 2-level study would require a total of 256 (28) possible designs; too
many for a naval architect to produce efficiently. By performing a screening experiment, the
architect can quickly perform a cursory review to filter out the factors that have a greater effect
on the overall design outcome responses desired.
Rather than creating 256 possible variations, a minimum set of variations can be
determined to screen for factors having the largest effect and that are statistically significant. The
screening experiment uses only the high and low levels of the design variables (factors) in order
to specify the subset of ships to synthesize. Table 3 illustrates the threshold, middle, and goal
values of each factor; with threshold and goal values used for the screening experiment
generation.
Table 3: Table of Analyzed Requirements
Values
Factor Threshold Mean Goal
Brand Quality Budget Premium Ultra-Luxury
Passenger Capacity 1000 2000 3000
Cruise Length 3 / 4 day 7 day 14+ day
Round Trips (Endurance Length) 1 2 , 3 4
Days of Stores 7 14,21 28
Propulsion Type Screw N/A Pod
Number of Propulsion Units 2 N/A 4
Engine Type Diesel Electric Gas Turbine & Steam Gas Turbine
Number of Engine Units 2 N/A 4
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The design of experiments (DOE) method determines the minimum number of variations needed
to conduct the experiment. In this case, 18 variations were identified (Table 4 & 5):
Table 4: Initial Set of Variations
Screening Experiment Factor Table
Brand Passenger Cruise Total Days Propulsion Number of Number Power
ID Quality Capacity Length Tripsd os Type Propulsors f PTyant
1 3 1000 1 1 7 1 2 2 1
2 1 3000 1 4 7 2 4 2 3
3 2 1000 3 1 28 2 2 2 2
4 3 3000 2 4 28 2 4 4 1
5 1 1000 2 1 28 1 2 4 3
6 2 3000 1 4 28 1 4 2 1
7 2 3000 3 1 7 2 2 2 3
8 1 3000 2 4 28 1 2 2 2
9 2 1000 1 1 28 1 4 4 3
10 2 1000 2 4 7 2 2 4 1
11 3 3000 3 1 28 2 4 4 3
12 3 1000 3 4 7 1 2 2 3
13 2 3000 2 1 7 1 4 4 2
14 1 3000 1 4 28 2 2 4 1
15 3 1000 2 1 28 2 4 2 2
16 1 1000 3 4 7 1 4 2 1
17 1 1000 1 1 7 2 4 4 2
18 3 3000 3 4 7 1 2 4 2
To facilitate the software
numerical representations.
used in
As such,
the
for
analysis, non-numerical values were assigned with
Brand Quality the Budget category was assigned the
value of 1, the Premium with 2, and the Ultra with 3. Cruise Length was broken down in a
similar fashion where the value of 1 was assigned to the 3 & 4 day segment, 2 was assigned for
the 7 day, and 3 for the 14+ day segments. Propulsion type was assigned 1 for a traditional
screw & shafting system and 2 for the newer podded system. Finally, for Power Plant Type,
Diesel Electrics were assigned the value of 1, Gas Turbines with 2, and 3 for the Gas Turbines
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with Steam Generators. Table 5 has their corresponding responses (outputs). It should be noted
that all Revenue and Cost figures are in the millions of US dollars.
Table 5: Initial Set of Responses
F- esponses
ID Beam Displacement Revenue Acquisition Operating Cost($M) Cost ($M) ($M)
1 83.8 37,142 6,827.63 1,048.14 3,581.93
2 111.5 74,719 12,048.75 1,823.59 5,668.94
3 85.0 35,882 5,341.61 1,019.24 3,680.48
4 133.6 123,626 20,482.88 2,651.09 8,495.71
5 77.2 26,764 4,016.25 861.71 2,847.26
6 124.8 106,863 16,024.84 2,294.09 7,187.55
7 119.4 101,293 16,024.84 2,211.59 6,896.82
8 116.8 81,268 12,048.75 1,943.63 6,460.27
9 83.3 34,831 5,341.61 997.83 3,266.27
10 84.0 33,317 5,341.61 1,029.60 3,430.70
11 128.3 122,345 20,482.88 2,545.66 8,115.94
12 94.1 38,768 6,827.63 1,146.38 3,774.72
13 119.2 101,269 16,024.84 2,159.91 7,248.83
14 114.5 80,904 12,048.75 1,963.24 6,112.55
15 85.0 39,613 6,827.63 1,098.39 4,009.60
16 88.9 25,487 4,016.25 957.47 3,169.65
17 74.9 24,914 4,016.25 851.01 3,167.33
18 140.3 119,442 20,482.88 2,674.66 9,123.95
Through the visualization capability within JMP, the designer can inspect individual responses to
determine which of the requirements were predominately influential. Before studying the design
space, however, the responses must be checked for statistical significance and practical
importance. Practical importance is determined via interaction with the owner or acquirer - by
reviewing the resulting impact of the factor effects on the responses, the owner can determine if
any of the effects changes the resulting response enough to be considered a practically important
variable in making a decision from among system alternatives. The primary indicators for the
model fit and factor statistical significance are the model R2 and the p-value. As an example, the
beam response is analyzed in Figure 16:
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Figure 16: Actual by Predicted Plot for Beam
The R2 test represents, "the proportion of the variation in the response that can be
attributed to terms in the model rather than to random error." [JMP, 2002] All 18 variants are
accounted for in this plot as data points, with the solid line indicating the least squares fit and the
hashed lines indicating the 95% confidence interval. In this case, the R2 is 1.00, indicating a
very good model fit. A second check is done to make sure that the mean shift is statistically
significant (not due to random chance data variation) which is true as long as the mean line is not
enclosed within the 9 5 th percentile confidence interval.
The p-value, indicated in JMP as the F Ratio, is found using 'Analysis of Variance' in
JMP:
A statistical tool to test the hypothesis that all coefficients in [Equation X: The Response
Surface Equation] are zero. If the hypothesis is not true, i.e. at least one coefficient is
non-zero, then the F-Ratio will be large. The "Prob > F" ... is the probability of obtaining
a greater F Ratio by chance alone if the specified model fits no better than the overall
response mean. Significance probabilities of 0.05 or less are often considered evidence
that there is at least one significant regression factor in the model. [JMP, 2002]
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In other words, if the Prob > F is less than 0.05, this is equivalent to the p-value being less than
0.05, which indicates that the effects are statistically significant (Figure 17).
Response Beam
Effect Tests
Source Nparm DF Sum of Squares F Ratio Prob > F
Brand Quality 2 2 333.1606 25.3061 0.0024*
Passenger Capacity(1000,3000) 1 1 4576.7511 695.2784 <.0001*
Cruise Length 2 2 176.9345 13.4395 0.0097*
Total Round Trips 1 1 76.2824 11.5885 0.0192*
Days of Stores(10,20) 1 1 10.0950 1.5336 0.2705
Propulsion 1 1 47.2128 7.1723 0.0439
# of Propulsors 1 1 17.6343 2.6789 0.1626
# of Engines 1 1 42.8608 6.5112 0.0512
Power Plant 2 2 18.4698 1.4029 0.3284
Figure 17: Effects Tests Report on Beam Response
Using Beam as an example, the designer can observe that five effects have p-values < 0.05:
1. Brand Quality
2. Passenger Capacity
3. Cruise Type (Cruise Length)
4. Total Round Trips (Endurance Length)
5. Propulsion Type
Graphically, the designer can use a Pareto Plot (Figure 18) to observe the relative impact of each
factor effect on each of the responses.
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Term
Passenger Capacity(1000,3000)
Brand Quality[ 1]
Total Round Trips
Cruise Length[1]
# of Engines[2]
Propulsion[ 1]
# of Propulsors[2]
Power Plant[ 1]
Brand Quality[2]
Cruise Length[2]
Days of Stores(10,20)
Power Plant[2]
Orthog Estimate
19.56667
-5.53176
2.67348
-2.60529
-1.50198
1.38079
-1.03272
0.89934
-0.68746
-0.67568
0.61597
0.46614
Figure 18: Pareto Plot of Beam Response
In the graph, the vertical lines represent 20% increments of the total possible 100% accumulation
of each factor effect upon the response. For example, if a designer wanted to ensure that they
capture 80% of all relevant factors they would have to then take Passenger Capacity, Brand
Quality, Total Round Trips, and Cruise Type into consideration.
Additionally, JMP creates a 'prediction profiler' visualization that allows the designer to
isolate the impact of every factor for every response (Figure 19):
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Figure 19: JMP Prediction Profiler for Top-Level MOMs
Represented as the solid line in each box, 'prediction traces' - "predicted responses as one factor
is changed while holding the others constant" [Hootman, 2003] - enable the designer to visualize
the effects the factors have on the responses. A flat line suggests that a specific factor has little
or no impact on a specific response, while a line that has a larger slope indicates a greater
influence. The threshold and goal values define the range of the factors along the x-axes. The
factor effect on responses can be dynamically investigated in JMP by moving the dashed vertical
lines on any prediction trace, and the designer can observe any changes the factor has on the
responses. It is this prediction profiler that enables the designer to have a better understanding of
what factors truly drive the responses across the entire design space.
For the case study, a cursory look at the prediction plots illustrates that the Power Plant
factor has a greater effect than the Total Round Trips factor. After investigating the factor
effects for all of the responses, the screening experiment indicates that five factors are both
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statistically significant and practically important to be used define the 3-level DOE for creation
of the response surface model.
1. Brand Quality
2. Passenger Capacity
3. Cruise Type (Cruise Length)
4. Total Round Trips (Endurance Length)
5. Propulsion Type
In this case, if a designer wanted to define a full factorial 3-level experiment, this would require
243 (35) variations to be created for the study. Once again, a reduction in the number of variants
is in order. For this case, a Box-Wilson, or Central Composite Design (CCD), DOE was chosen,
which required only 27 variants to create the response surface model. Table 6 shows the resulting
DOE factor table used. The synthesis model was run to generate each of the variants. The
respective response results are tabulated in Table 7. The resulting Prediction Profiler is shown in
Figure 20.
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Table 6: Central Composite Design Factors
CCD Factor Table
ID Brand Passenger Cruise Propulsion PlantQuality Capacity Type Type Type
1 1 2000 2 2 2
2 2 2000 3 2 2
3 2 2000 2 2 3
4 1 3000 3 1 1
5 3 3000 1 3 3
6 3 1000 3 3 3
7 1 3000 1 3 1
8 3 3000 1 1 1
9 2 2000 2 2 2
10 1 1000 3 1 3
11 3 1000 1 1 3
12 2 2000 2 3 2
13 3 3000 3 1 3
14 3 1000 3 1 1
15 1 1000 1 1 1
16 3 3000 3 3 1
17 1 1000 1 3 3
18 2 2000 2 1 2
19 1 3000 1 1 3
20 2 1000 2 2 2
21 3 2000 2 2 2
22 1 1000 3 3 1
23 3 1000 1 3 1
24 2 3000 2 2 2
25 2 2000 2 2 1
26 2 2000 1 2 2
27 1 3000 3 3 3
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Table 7: Central Composite Responses
CCD Responses
ID Beam Displacement Acquisition Operating RevenueCost Cost
1 99.3 54,439 1,450.81 4,936.79 8,032.50
2 113.6 72,113 1,785.43 6,018.77 10,683.23
3 105.6 71,169 1,684.30 5,279.10 10,683.23
4 119.4 81,621 2,001.46 6,207.62 12,048.75
5 128.7 122,136 2,538.52 8,079.84 20,487.88
6 87.2 41,369 1,139.13 3,734.03 6,827.63
7 112.7 80,669 1,941.62 6,027.66 12,048.75
8 129.0 121,926 2,506.86 8,103.09 20,482.88
9 106.2 71,303 1,683.86 5,712.94 10,683.23
10 85.6 28,838 950.09 3,073.29 4,016.25
11 87.6 41,391 1,110.29 3,669.14 6,827.63
12 106.1 71,244 1,682.26 5,691.84 10,682.23
13 134.9 123,479 2,605.29 8,278.63 20,482.88
14 94.3 41,970 1,196.89 3,962.04 6,827.63
15 80.0 28,295 907.78 3,025.75 4,016.25
16 136.9 123,502 2,705.48 8,624.10 20,482.88
17 79.1 28,457 918.04 2,981.08 4,016.25
18 107.0 71,323 1,659.89 5,649.03 10,683.23
19 113.0 80,788 1,898.49 5,848.38 12,048.75
20 85.3 36,663 1,054.75 3,779.46 5,341.61
21 111.3 81,317 1,864.21 6,439.73 13,655.25
22 86.3 28,749 994.33 3,244.63 4,016.25
23 87.4 41,460 1,151.58 3,831.47 6,827.63
24 123.9 106,750 2,308.99 7,671.05 16,024.84
25 106.0 71,301 1,699.49 5,395.59 10,683.23
26 105.3 71,123 1,675.90 5,686.38 10,683.23
27 118.6 81,472 2,026.03 6,172.66 12,048.75
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The factors were all found to be statistically significant and practically important for use in the
RSM. The factors Brand Quality and Passenger capacity have the most leverage on the
responses, but all of the factors have enough practical importance to warrant keeping them in the
model. By reducing the number of factors, the naval architect can reduce the effort required to
define the design space to investigate the impact on the owner's requirements. Additionally, the
Prediction Profiler in JMP allows the user to find the factor levels that produce the maximum
overall desirability for the response outcome. The Desirability column defaults to a linear scale
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but can be adjusted by the user to highlight or diminish any particular response. The response
optimizer then can be invoked to determine the level of factors.
In order to allow the designer to investigate all possible outcomes, JMP has another
graphical interface, called the Contour Plot, which shows the response surface with respect to
any two factors, two at a time.
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Figure 21: Contour Plot of Beam (left), Acquisition Cost (middle), and Combined (right)
As an example, Figure 21 shows the incremental contours of the Beam and Acquisition Cost
response surfaces with respect to Passenger Capacity and Brand Quality. Plotted side by side,
these enable the designer to visualize the impact of changing input variables and seeing the
resulting outcome on the owner's requirements. To further the designer's ability to explain the
design possibilities to the owners, regions in the contour plot can be excluded by setting limits to
the feasible region. In Figure 22, a 105 foot beam has been set as the upper limit (goal) to
represent the Panamax requirement while a $1.2 billion lower limit (threshold) and $1.8 billion
upper limit for the Acquisition Cost of three ships has been set. The white, un-shaded, region
represents the constrained feasible design space; combining the two requirements provides the
user with a new, constrained feasible region.
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Figure 22: Threshold and Goal Limits on Contour Plots
It is with these steps that a designer can break down a plethora of data to singular regions
of analysis; enabling the decision makers (owners, prospective investors) to better understand
their preference impact to the overall design. Furthermore, it is with this information that a ship
owner can decide on which path to take to make their business a more competitive one.
Each contour can be set to represent an edge to a variable that is used for decision
making. For example, in Figure 22, if a decision maker were limited to a 105 foot beam and
$1500 Million acquisition cost, it can be seen that the feasible region for decision making is the
white space in the plot - which is the region over which the Brand Quality and Passenger
capacity can be varied to look for alternative designs.
The Pareto optimal set of solutions is that which is along the response surface contour
line that constrains the feasible region, and it is this line that defines the subset of feasible
solutions to use in the decision making process - thus reducing an large, multi-dimensional
design space to a small number of possible outcomes along a line in that space. Any combination
of Brand Quality and Passenger Capacity that maps to a point along the contour defines a
possible solution that is equally optimal to any other solution along that same line - they all have
the same acquisition cost, but there are variations in the BQ and PC that achieve that end. The
naval architect can be confident that each possible design in the space is technically feasible, and
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the decision maker can select from many possible alternatives of variables and be confident of
staying with a set of equally optimal outcomes from the perspective of the outcome of interest.
The naval architect, interacting dynamically with the owners, can work out a final solution that
can be checked against all outcomes simultaneously, and with the knowledge that each outcome
is optimal. The process continues until the owners are satisfied that they have all of their
concerns met, and that they have defined their preferred solution.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS
The case study demonstrated a straightforward alternative to the traditional design spiral
that, paired with a practical graphical interface like JMP, allows the user to evaluate multiple
points in a design space at any time. Through a common framework established with the
literature presented in chapter 3, a designer can identify and consider every aspect of a design
simultaneously in such a way as to visualize their individual influence to the system as a whole.
Previously, a naval architect had to use empirical intuitive processes at the beginning of
the design and continue in a linear step-wise spiral progression to ensure that all requirements are
met. Shortcomings of this method stem from the owner supplied requirements and the inability
to visualize how these prerequisites define the feasible design space. MOM development paired
with RSM analysis allow the user to properly develop appropriate metrics and provide potential
insights into what metrics actually matter and how they play into the complete system being
considered.
For the cruise industry, this process is as much a marketing tool as well as a design tool.
While the asset, a ship in this case, and its target demographic are used to drive the marketing
strategy, this method allows marketing and design to go hand in hand in such a way that all
factors are tweaked to maximize the goal at hand - whether it be to dominate market penetration,
raise profit margins, lower operational expenses, or a combination thereof.
APPLICATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION
The case study used the simplest of examples to demonstrate the ease of use of this
methodology. The system was, at best, a microcosm of existing market and demographic trends;
it was intentionally chosen because the particular data was relatively readily available and was
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used as a check for the synthesis model. In practicality, design requirements for the cruise
industry are much more complicated. Applying this framework to a more sophisticated design
set will be discussed. Additionally, Rational Decision Making and Uncertainty considerations
will be addressed.
UNIFIED TRADEOFF ENVIRONMENT
The heart of a cruise line operation deals with the understanding of their clientele, what
ports they wish to visit, and what amenities they wish to have while doing so. Existing and
emerging technology continually affects the design of a ship with respect to construction and on-
board amenities. To apply response surface methodologies to the entire cruise system, three
groups of factors must be incorporated: "concept design variables, requirements, and technology
K-factors." [Hootman, 2003] The first two have been previously discussed, K-factors have not.
Inserted, "into the engineering model to represent a predicted notional degradation or
improvement to various technologies [and market trends] based on future research and
development," [Hootman, 2003] K-factors address the effect of future advances in technological
capability and market awareness. The Unified Tradeoff Environment (UTE) is a term coined by
the ASDL to describe the combination of these three groups of factors. It can be best illustrated
by placing three prediction profilers (one for each group) side by side (Figure 23):
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Figure 23: The Unified Tradeoff Environment [Soban and Mavris, 2000a
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By examining the design alternatives in such a way, it enables the user to simultaneously
observe the effects of each factor set on the system constraints and responses. To develop the
UTE, the designer must first create a baseline set of each of the factors. By holding the K-factors
and design variables constant at their baselines, the requirements space is formulated. To
develop the design variable space, the user would hold the K-factors and requirements at
baseline. For the K-factor space, the design variables and requirements would be held at their
baselines.
The three sets of regression equations are then aggregated into an overall expression for
changes in desirements as a function of requirements, design/economic variables, and
technology improvements.. .For the purposes of visibility and creation of decision
support tools, it is assumed that the three sets of RSE inputs are independent (and thus
un-correlated) from each other. Thus, their contributions are considered to be additive.
However, subsequent confirmation testing is employed to check the validity of this
assumption. If some variables are dependent, one possible solution is to identify mixes of
design variables, requirements, and technology factors that are independent and then
create three "mixed" sets of RSEs. [Mavris and DeLaurentis, 2000]
UTE sets the groundwork for developing an expanded effectiveness analysis. The
designer can develop a UTE set for every facet of the system and combine each set within the
other in a hierarchical fashion, creating a 'system of systems' approach (See Figure 24). For the
cruise line, one UTE set would be formulated to address areas of deployment (Theater Level);
taking into consideration available ports, their dimensions, their ability to absorb an influx of
tourists, available tourist attractions, weather, etc. The next set would be demographics (Mission
Level), where various requirements depending on the age bracket of the client are considered.
Finally, once these two sets are developed, the ship UTE (Vehicle Level) can be created. This is
where the environmental, safety, and design constraints are applied.
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Figure 24: Systems of Systems Approach [Soban and Mavris, 2000a]
All these UTE sets are not easily quantifiable and, in most cases, are based on human
preference. When the human condition is taken into consideration, design analysis takes on a
different dynamic. Kahneman and Tversky, two Nobel Prize winning researchers in the area of
RDM, will be extensively used to address the human equation.
RATIONAL DECISION MAKING AND GROUPS
They have exhibited in their research that illogical human behavior can occur in
systematic patterns. They developed the Prospect Theory, an "alternative theory of
choice...which value is assigned to gains and losses rather than to final assets and in which
probabilities are replaced by decision weights." [Kahneman and Tversky, 1979] In this theory,
they brought to light the human tendency, "to overweight outcomes that are considered certain,
relative to outcomes which are merely probable." [Kahneman and Tversky, 1979] Coined the
'certainty effect' they noted that:
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In the positive domain [positive outcomes, i.e. gains], the certainty effect contributes to a
risk averse preference for a sure gain over a larger gain that is merely probable. In the
negative domain [negative outcomes, i.e. losses], the same effect leads to a risk seeking
preference for a loss that is merely probable over a smaller loss that is certain.
[Kahneman and Tversky, 1979]
They concluded that people demonstrate, "risk aversion for gains and risk seeking for losses of
high probability... [and] risk seeking for gains and risk aversion for losses of low probability."
[Kahneman and Tversky, 1979] Conversely, they also observed the 'reflection effect' whereby
changing positive prospects to zero (reflecting the gains into losses), the user preference is
reversed. Implying that, "risk aversion in the positive domain is accompanied by risk seeking in
the negative domain.' [Kahneman and Tversky, 1979] The last item of their research worth
noting is their proposal that decisions are better modeled as being reference dependent.
The carriers of value are changes in wealth or welfare, rather than final states. This
assumption is compatible with basic principles of perception and judgment. Our
perceptual apparatus is attuned to the evaluation of changes or differences rather than to
the evaluation of absolute magnitudes. [Kahneman and Tversky, 1979]
Years later, they revised their findings into the 'Cumulative Prospect Theory' modifying
the mathematical formulation of their model to a continuous model. Composed of, "a value
function that is concave for gains, convex for losses, and steeper for losses than for gains... [and]
a nonlinear transformation of the probability scale, which overweighs small probabilities and
underweighs moderate and high probabilities." This value function exhibited the following
characteristics [Kahneman and Tversky, 1979]:
* Reference Dependence - "the carriers of value are gains or losses defined
relative to a reference point"
" Loss Aversion - "the function is steeper in the negative than in the positive
domain; losses loom larger than corresponding gains"
" Diminishing Sensitivity - "the marginal value of both gains and losses
decreases with their size"
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The diminishing sensitivity characteristic "drives the weighting function to be more concave near
zero and move convex near one." [Hootman, 2003]
... the impact of a given change in probability diminishes with its distance from the
boundary. For example, an increase of .1 in the probability of winning a given prize has
more impact when it changes the probability of winning from 0.9 to 1.0 or from 0 to 0.1
than when it changes the probability of winning from 0.3 to 0.4 or form 0.6 to 0.7.
[Kahneman and Tversky, 1979]
All three properties are best shown in the following figure:
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Figure 25: Prospect Theory Value Function [Kahneman and Tversky, 1979]
In the subject of heuristics, Kahneman and Tversky observed that people rely on a limited
number of principles to help them solve complex operations by reducing them to simpler
discernable tasks. Identifying the following primary heuristics [Hootman, 2003]:
" Representativeness - insensitivity to prior probability of outcomes,
predictability, and sample size
" Availability - biases of retrievability of circumstances, imaginability, and
illusory correlation
" Adjustment and Anchoring - insufficient adjustment "usually employed in
numerical prediction when a relevant value is available" [Kahneman and
Tversky, 1979]
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They concluded that most people failed, "to infer from lifelong experience such fundamental
statistical rules as regression toward the mean, or the effect of sample size on sampling
variability." [Kahneman and Tversky, 1979]
It should also be noted that all of their research was based on individuals making
decisions which is not normally the case. The design of a system is more often than not a group
decision which adds yet another dynamic to RDM. Group decision making presents the unusual
dilemma in that there, "is no way to define a group utility function, either by combining
individual utilities or by assessing group preference as a whole, as shown by Arrow's
Impossibility Theorem." [Whitcomb, 1998b] Arrow's Theorem states that [Sage, 1977]:
Axiom 1: Any two alternatives must be comparable, i.e., between alternatives
x, and x 2 either x, is preferred over x, or x, is preferred over xj, or both x, and x,
are equally acceptable.
Axiom 2: All comparisons between alternatives x,, x2 and x3 are transitive, that
is, given x, is not preferred over x2 and x2is not preferred over x3, then x, is not
preferred overx3.
And must satisfy five conditions summarized as [French, 1988] [Sage, 1977]:
1. Basic conditions
2. Positive association of social and individual values
3. Independence of irrelevant alternatives
4. Condition of citizens' sovereignty
5. Condition of nondictatorship
As mentioned earlier these requirements, "prove to be mutually exclusive, thus preventing the
determination of utility function that satisfies all stakeholders when more than one decision
maker is involved." [Hootman, 2003]
One particular problem that arises through the use of these methods for group decision
making is the possible violation of Arrow's Impossibility Theorem; however, when used
pragmatically, the major benefit of this is, "the ability to incorporate the decision maker's
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nonlinear preferences towards each of the objectives into the decision process." [Whitcomb,
1998a]
Some RAND studies used the 'Delphi Method' to address this possible group decision
making problems. "Intended to minimize the effects of dominant individuals, irrelevant
communications, and group pressure encouraging conformity," [Don, 2002] the Delphi Method
uses the following key features for obtaining guidance and judgment from groups:
" Group opinion is defined as an appropriate statistical aggregate of the
individual opinions in the final round.
" The opinions of the members of the group are obtained in such a way that
the responses are anonymous.
" Iterations are obtained by conducting systematic controlled feedback
between decision rounds. [Hootman, 2003]
One concern with this method is that it is possible that none of the decision makers would
approve of the outcome. Additionally, although aggregation of data does allow the decision
maker to compare choices with a smaller number of measures, it also adds the risk that some
information, along with what may be weaned by it, might be lost in the process.
To deal with this specific problem, the Air Force AoA Guidebook recommends using the
Delphi Method only when it meets the following [OAS, 2000]:
* The aggregation arises naturally from relationships among the MOEs.
" The significance of the aggregates is clear.
" The aggregates tell a clearer story than the individual MOEs.
UNCERTAINTY CONSIDERATIONS
In the case of decision weights, "given [their] subjective and abstract nature..., there is no
attempt to seek [a] definitively "right" set of weights, but rather to explore how different
assumptions and weightings affect the relative ranking of options." [Zanini, 2002] For the cruise
industry, these decision weights are highly subjective and in no means easily forecasted. Ship
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owners have used their years of historical data to provide ship amenities that mitigate the myriad
of incompatible preferences that many passengers have. Some passengers want rest and
relaxation, others music, fun and sun, while others want games and activities. For limited spaces
this leads to an overlapping that can potentially conflict if the improper demographic is chosen
for the design requirements of the ship. Uncertainty comes into this foray to allow the designer
to take marketing data (requirements) and use it in the entire concept design framework where
the goal is not to develop one single optimum but to illustrate the relationships that have the
greatest impact on the design so that they can be used to create a better design.
Monte Carlo simulations are commonly used to introduce uncertainty into the analysis.
Randomly selecting values for variables by giving each variable a probability distribution over a
specified range, the simulation performs at least 1,000 to 10,000 iterations with inputs chosen,
"at a frequency consistent with the probability distribution to simulate the probability distribution
well." [Crystal Ball, 2000] Understandably, this process can be very resource intensive and has
not been used until recently with the proliferation of high power desktop computers. As such, in
earlier work, probabilistic analyses were used arguing that, "the underlying assumption in all of
the analyses presented is that probability results are useful and meaningful." [Rains, 1994]
Another method used is the real options approach. "Real options involve the 'right but
not the obligation' to take a course of action," [Gregor, 2003] providing the option of
reevaluation as uncertainties are resolved. This leads to determining, "the value of these options
and...the best types and amount if flexibility to design into naval systems in order to maximize
the value of the system over time under uncertain conditions." [Gregor, 2003]
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SUMMARY OF APPLICATIONS
Taking into consideration all the methods described in this research, this thesis has laid a
foundation for a decision making framework for initial cruise ship design. A method for the
development of appropriate metrics (MOMs) with uncertainty analysis also needing to be
considered has been proposed. A method of how to visualize (and therefore analyze) these
metrics (RSM) has been demonstrated. Developing a new framework of what a true design
space (systems and super-systems) has also been discussed. By integrating all these processes
into one super-framework the designer is given the freedom and flexibility to define and
continually develop the system, super systems, and all pertinent metrics simultaneously.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
To further improve on this thesis many avenues can be explored, starting with a serious
analysis of the UTE framework in the cruise ship industry. Traditional market research has
relied on target demographics' preferences of ship amenities and destinations without much
analysis on where their needs fit in the overall design system. Because of the robust nature of
the cruise market and relative untapped markets worldwide, there has not been much need to do
so. Those days are fast approaching to a close as markets begin to be saturated. A systematic
analysis on a global scale could be worked on, such that metrics could be developed to gauge
marketability of every available port of call based on local and foreign tourism and the travel
time needed to meet a ship at these ports. Concurrently, each port of call could be gauged with
additional metrics such as pricing for fuel, water, and food as well as their ability to store parts
and their access to any repair facilities. The idea being that downtime due to unforeseen
circumstances can be mitigated if there are enough ports of call that can support a ship
sufficiently on a moment's notice, an issue that is beginning to surface as bigger ships with
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newer technology are entering in the marketplace. Organizing all these metrics together would
provide a prospective ship owner a true gauge of the desirability of each port of call based on
how much a demographic is interested in it as well as what the real and potential cost of sailing
to it might be.
Furthermore on the UTE framework would be how a ship is managed during its voyages.
Currently segregated into Hotel, Deck, and Engine functions, not much analysis has been placed
on how these three functions correlate within a ship system; mainly due to the fact that a ship's
organization has not really changed that much in the last 100 years. The only new developments
have been in the increases in ship size and the implementation of the computer for the day to day
operations of a ship. Many cruise companies have not delved into data mining the way casinos
have. Ironically, ships have more of a captive audience than most casino chains do and yet the
casinos have a much better understanding of what attracts their clientele. Data mining can be
implemented to develop better metrics such that interior design and amenities can be better
tailored for passenger enjoyment (and greater spending) while maintaining the strictest of safety
standards.
Taking both global and internal metrics in hand, the UTE framework can help the owner
decide what ship to build based on what market he / she wishes to enter. Add this to the
dynamics of a cruise fleet and the potential that economies of scale would afford a large cruise
operator is the luxury of mitigating many of the risks taken by smaller operators. Conversely, a
smaller operator would have a better market placement and would also mitigate some of the risks
associated with a smaller fleet.
Finally, one major weakness in this case study was in the lack of an appropriately
designed synthesis model due to the highly proprietary information needed to develop it. Newer
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vessels are designed not with a specific hull form in mind; rather, once the basic layout has been
agreed upon, the hull is manipulated around the space. Due to the availability of powerful
computers, hulls now have shapes that were not available even 10 years ago; allowing for
designs of similar gross registered tonnage to be quicker, more nimble, and more fuel efficient.
A naval architect, through the help of the shipyard, can better develop the synthesis model so, as
newer technology is developed, it can more accurately provide statistical measurements that
would facilitate the quantification of the desired metrics by the designer and ship owner.
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INPUTS
Description Variable Value Units Input/Ca Equation/SourceConstant EqainSuc
Brand Quality
Desired Number of Ships
People
Ratio of PAX / CREW
Desired Amount of Passngrs
Required Lower Berths
Required Crew
Gross Characteristics
Ratio of GT / PAX
Initial Dsplcmnt (Weight)
Initial Deadweight Fraction
Prismatic Coefficient
Midships Sctn Coefficient
Beam to Draft Ratio
Displcmnt Length Quotient
Average Deck Height
Freebrd Depth @ midships
Tarnet Velocities
Maneuvering
Low Speed
Intermediate Speed
Cruise Speed
Service Speed
Trial Speed (Full Power)
BRAND 1
NS 3
Rpc 2.285
NPAX
NLBERTH
NCREw
NT
3000
2520
1103
4103
Input
Input
Budget:1, Premium:2, Ultra:3
Calc Budget: 2.285, Premium: 2,Cac Ultra: 1.4
people
berths
people
people
Input
Calc
Calc
Calc
NPAX * 84%
NLBERTH / Ratio
NT = Np + Nc
RGP 32 Calc Budget:32, Premium:45,
Ultra:52
WDI 49000 lton Input Estimate
Fp 0.16 Constant Empirical Estimate
- range from 0.15 -0.19
Cp 0.61 Input Empirical Estimate
CM 0.95 Input Empirical Estimate
CBT 4.13 Input Empirical Estimate
CDispL 74.8 Iton / ft3  Input Empirical Estimate
HDK 11 ft Input Avg height including overhead
DMID 58 feet Input Height at Freeboard
VM
VLS
Vis
Vcs
Vss
VTS
6
12
15
20
24
25
kn
kn
kn
kn
kn
kn
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
Cruise Type 3
Operational Profile
Harbor
Maneuvering <6kn (M)
Low Sp At Sea ~-I2kn (LS)
Intermediate Sp At Sea
~1 5-16kn (IS)
TH
TM
TLS
Tis
0
0
0
0
1 for 3/4 day itinerary,
Input 2 for 7 day itinerary,
3 for maximum speed/range
hours
hours
hours
hours
Input
Input
Input
Input
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INPUTS
Description
Cruise Speed (CS)
Service Speed (SS)
Total (Should = 168 hours)
Amount of Round Trips
Operational Range
Maneuvering <6kn (M)
Low Sp At Sea -12kn (LS)
Intermediate Sp At Sea -15-
16kn (IS)
Cruise Speed (CS)
Service Speed (SS)
Total Range
Stores
Stores Period
Machinery
Type of Propulsion
Number of Propulsion Units
Number of Auxiliary
Propulsion Units
Number of Propulsion
Engines
Engine Type
Cost Constraint
Units
hours
hours
hours
Trips
kn x hr
kn x hr
kn x hr
kn x hr
kn x hr
kn x hr
Ts 28 days
PRPLSN
NpEN
NPENG
3
2
2
2
Input/Cac!
Constant
Input
Input
Calc
Inputs
Variable
Tcs
Tss
Trips
OPMR
OPLSR
OPISR
OPCSR
OPSSR
OPTOTR
Equation/Source
I for Podded, 2 for Screw
1 for Diesel
ENG 3 Input 2 for Gas Turbine
3 for Combo (GT & Steam)
CCN 519.08 M$ Input 0000/.(NPAX*RGP) +
Note: Linear for rule of thumb.
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Value
0
168
168
3
0
0
0
0
12,096
12,096
Calc
Calc
Calc
Calc
Cale
Calc
Input
Input
Input
Input
Input
GROSS CHARACTERISTICS
Description Variable Value Units Input/Calc/ Equation/SourceConstant
Hull Principal Characteristics
Length on Waterline
Beam
Draft
Depth from lifeboat deck
Hull Coefficients and Ratios
Prismatic Coefficient
Midship Section Coefficient
Displacement Length Ratio
Speed Length Ratio
Volumetric Coefficient
Length to Beam Ratio
Beam to Draft Ratio
Length to Depth Ratio
Displacement Length
Quotient
Complete Principal Characteristics
Displacement (Weight)
Displacement (Volume)
LWL 868.49 feet Calc 100 X ( WDI / CDisp-L )1/3
B 118.63
T 28.72
DMID 58.00
feet
feet
feet
CP 0.61
CM 0.95
RvL
Cy
CLB
CBT
CLD
CDisp-L
WDI
VFL
0.85
0.0026
7.32
4.13
14.97
74.8
49,000
1,715,000
Calc
Calc
From Inputs
Sheet
From Inputs
Sheet
From Inputs
Sheet
Calc
Calc
Calc
From Inputs
Sheet
Calc
lton / From Inputs
ft Sheet
Iton From Inputsfto Sheet
ft Calc
(CBT x VFL /
(Cp x CM x -WL)/
B / CBT
VTs / -wL 1/2 (From Trial
Speed Requirement)
VFL /'wL3
LwL / B
LWL / DMID
VFL = WDI x 35 ft3/lton
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DESIGN SUMMARY
Principal Characteristics
LWL
Beam
Depth, Midships
Draft
868.5
118.6
58.0
28.7
25.4
0.214
0.61
0.95
GMT
GM/B Ratio
CP
CM
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
Description
Structure
Propulsion
Command
Aux System
Outfitting &
Furnishings
Summary
Weight Summary
Weight (Iton)
20138.2
721.0
313.0
s 7356.5
6006.7
34535.4
Trial Speed (Full Power)
Service Speed
Range
Number Main Engines
Main Engine Rating
SHP / Shaft or Pod
Propeller Diameter
25.0 knt Design Margin
24.0 knt Lightship Weight
12096 nm Loads
Full Load Weight
Full Load KG
2
47000
47000
29.4
hp
hp
ft Fuel Weight
Manning
Maximum Margined Electrical Load
Total Area
Cost
Total End Cost
Total Lead Ship Acquisition Cost
Total Follow Ship Acquisition Cost
Total Acquisition Cost
Total Life Cycle Cost (Undiscounted)
Revenue
Ticket Price
Total Yearly Sales
Total Life Cycle Revenue (Undiscounted)
OnBoard Revenue
Total Yearly Sales
Total Life Cycle Revenue (Undiscounted)
Total Life Cycle Revenue (Undiscounted)
Crew
Passengers
17120 kW Total
847905 ft 2  Total Volume
Total GT
1103
3000
4103
9,326,951 ft3
81,472 GT
701.15
712.69
656.67
2,026.03
6,172.66 M$
100
107.1
9639
25
26.775
2409.75
12,048.75
$/pax/day [Budget:100 (100% occ), Premium:140
(95% occ), Ultra:200 (85% occ)]
M$
M$
$/pax/day [Budget:25, Premium:35, Ultra:50]
M$
M$
M$
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3453.5
37989.0
10890.9
48,880
31.79
Itons
ft
6101.7 lton
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APPENDIX 2: JMP Screening Experiment Inputs
Propulsion # of
1
2
2
Brand
Quality
3
1
2
3
1
2
2
1
2
2
3
3
2
1
3
1
1
3
Days of
Stores
7
7
28
Passenger
Capacity
1000
3000
1000
3000
1000
3000
3000
3000
1000
1000
3000
1000
3000
3000
1000
1000
1000
3000
Beam Displacement
(GT)
Cruise
Length
1
1
3
2
2
1
3
2
1
2
3
3
2
1
2
3
1
3
Total Round
Trips
1
4
1
4
1
4
1
4
1
4
14
1
4
1
4
# of Power
Engines Plant
2 1
2 3
2 2
4 1
4 3
2 1
2 3
2 2
4 3
4 1
4 3
2 3
4 2
4 1
2 2
2 1
4 2
4 2
107
Propulsors
2
4
2
4
2
4
2
2
4
2
4
2
4
2
4
4
4
2
28 2
28 1
28 1
7 2
28 1
28 1
7 2
28 2
7 1
7 1
28 2
28 2
7 1
7 2
7 1
37142
74719
35882
123626
26764
106863
101293
81268
34831
33317
122345
38768
101269
80904
39613
25487
24914
119442
83.8
111.5
85
133.6
77.2
124.8
119.4
116.8
83.3
84
128.3
94.1
119.2
114.5
85
88.9
74.9
140.3
Revenue Acquisition
Cost
6827.63 1048.14
12048.75 1823.59
5341.61 1019.24
20482.88 2651.09
4016.25 861.71
16024.84 2294.09
16024.84 2211.59
12048.75 1943.63
5341.61 997.83
5341.61 1029.6
20482.88 2545.66
6827.63 1146.38
16024.84 2159.91
12048.75 1963.24
6827.63 1098.39
4016.25 957.47
4016.25 851.01
20482.88 2674.66
Operating
Cost
3581.93
5668.94
3680.48
8495.71
2847.26
7187.55
6896.82
6460.27
3266.27
3430.7
8115.94
3774.72
7248.83
6112.55
4009.6
3169.65
3167.33
9123.95
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APPENDIX 3: JMP Screening Experiment RSM Report (Partial)
109
Prediction Profiler
oD C 0 0
o = v tn 0
,;I iC W)6V ~ 0 -N r4 Nq m CD W) 6t) 0 "~ 0it C
Cruise Total
15
Days of
Length Round Trips Stores
# of
Propulsion Propulsors
# of
Engines Power Plant Desirability
110
150-
130-
00 110-
90-
70-
140000-0 -
100000
N 60000-
+
20000-
20000
15000
0 10000
N 5000
U0
- N
Cd
0
0
00
0
2500
2000
1500
1000
10000
8000
6000
4000
20V
0
Brand
Quality
2000
Passenger
Capacity
_ . . . . -,-----
-
T-
-T
-
I I
APPENDIX 4: JMP Custom Design Inputs
Brand Passenger
Quality Capacity
L2 1000
Li 3000
L2 2000
Li 3000
L3 1000
L2 3000
L3 3000
Li 3000
Li 2000
L2 2000
L2 1000
Li 1000
Li 1000
L3 3000
Li 3000
Li 1000
L3 1000
Li 1000
L2 3000
L2 1000
Li 1000
L2 1000
L3 3000
Li 1000
L3 1000
Li 2000
Li 3000
L2 1000
L2 2000
L3 1000
L2 2000
L2 3000
L2 3000
L2 1000
LI 2000
Cruise
Type
L2
Li
L3
L2
Li
L3
L2
L3
L2
Li
Li
L2
L2
LI
Li
L3
L2
Li
L2
Li
Li
L3
Li
L3
L2
Li
L2
L3
L3
L3
L2
L3
Li
L2
L2
Propulsion
Type
Li
L2
Li
L2
L2
L2
L2
L2
L2
Li
Li
Li
L2
Li
Li
Li
Li
Li
Li
L2
L2
L2
L2
L2
L2
L2
Li
Li
L2
Li
L2
Li
Li
L2
Li
Power Plant
Type
L3
L3
L2
Li
L3
Li
L2
L2
L2
L3
L2
Li
L3
L3
L2
L2
L2
L3
L2
Li
L2
L3
Li
Li
Li
Li
L3
Li
L2
L3
Li
L3
Li
L2
L2
Beam Displacement Acquisition Cost Operating Cost
85
113
112.7
114
86.5
130.1
130.5
121.8
99.3
105.4
84.2
80.2
78.8
129
113.6
87.3
88.7
79.1
123.9
83.5
78.7
89.7
128.9
86.1
88
97.9
113.8
90.8
113.6
92.9
106
128
122.5
85.3
99.6
34956
81578
71393
81102
39728
108677
123140
82786
54439
71131
35692
27445
26647
121926
80813
27922
40622
27373
107621
35644
27340
36095
122369
27851
40767
54221
81241
37007
72113
40961
71186
107660
106524
36663
54370
1008.75
1939.32
1731.87
1959.46
1115.76
2443.83
2576.17
2070.2
1450.81
1651.8
1008.16
902.51
899.04
2503.53
1896.94
954.21
1111.31
884.8
2270.82
1046.36
900.76
1098.21
2561.76
990.7
1148.57
1447.19
1908.82
1098.99
1785.43
1154.31
1698.58
2338.53
2263.66
1054.75
1421.6
3656.47
5963.85
5870.18
6101.21
3698.55
7596.27
8767.17
6825.92
4936.79
5182.71
3650.55
3014.48
2957.04
8002.28
6317.97
3454.94
4046.78
2904.94
7566.26
3467.42
3299.33
3536.75
8252.99
3258.09
3849.22
4596.63
5876.62
3591.91
6018.77
3788.3
5393.77
7220.88
7101.76
3779.46
4856.36
111
Revenue
5341.61
12048.75
10683.23
12048.75
6827.63
16024.84
20482.88
12048.75
8032.5
10683.23
5341.61
4016.25
4016.25
20482.88
12048.75
4016.25
6827.63
4016.25
16024.84
5341.61
4016.25
5341.61
20482.88
4016.25
6827.63
8032.5
12048.75
5341.61
10683.23
6827.63
10683.23
16024.84
16024.84
5341.61
8032.5
Brand Passenger Cruise Propulsion Power Plant Beam Displacement Acquisition Cost Operating Cost Revenue
Quality Capacity Type Type Type
LI 2000 LI LI LI 98.8 54306 1430.94 4539.96 8032.5
LI 2000 Li Li Li 98.8 54306 1430.94 4539.96 8032.5
L3 1000 Li LI Li 88 41418 1126.57 3776.32 6827.63
L3 2000 Li L2 L2 110.3 81169 1848.94 6394.78 13655.25
L2 3000 Li L2 L2 122.2 106793 2280.08 7584.37 16024.84
L3 3000 L3 Li L2 137.2 123399 2646.02 9009.02 20482.88
L3 2000 L3 LI LI 116.7 81991 1910.3 6181.87 13655.25
L2 3000 L2 L2 L3 122.6 106613 2292.93 7103.14 16024.84
L3 3000 L2 LI Li 130.3 122625 2537.14 8182.64 20482.88
Li 3000 L3 Li LI 119.4 81621 2001.46 6207.62 12048.75
LI 2000 L3 L2 L3 104 54816 1509.46 4689.75 8032.5
L3 3000 L3 L2 L3 135.6 123230 2677.54 8471.91 20482.88
L3 1000 L3 L2 L2 96 42097 1223.78 4371.72 6827.63
L3 2000 L2 LI L3 110.9 81271 1827.59 5876.36 13655.25
112
APPENDIX 5: JMP Custom Design RSM Report (Partial)
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Prediction Profiler
00
-H
1
Brand
Quality
-) C> C)
2000
Passenger
Capacity
0
0
0
-Cl
0- 04
L1.
LI Propulsion
Cruise Type Type
114
130-
110-
90-
70-
110000-
80000-
50000-
20000-
- 2500-
0o 2000-
1500-
1000-
10000
8000
6000
4 4000
2000-
20000-
15000
10000-
5000-
0)
0)
0)
U Cl4 6
00
-H
Cl
ClU
0
I I I I I I I I I I I I
.I ,
0)
0
IC,
Cl
00
If,)
If-I
If-I
6
-~ ~~~ Cl - ClCI 0 fI
L11
Power
Plant Type Desirability
APPENDIX 6: JMP Central Composite Design Inputs
Pattern Brand
Quality
aOOOO I
OOAOO 2
OOOOA 2
-++-- 1
++-++ 3
+-+++ 3
3
00000 2
1
3
OOOAO 2
+++-+ 3
3
++++- 3
--- ++ I
000aO 2
-+--+ I
OaO00 2
AO000 3
3
OAOOO 2
0000a 2
OOaOO 2
-++++ 1
Passenger
Capacity
2000
2000
2000
3000
3000
1000
3000
3000
2000
1000
1000
2000
3000
1000
1000
3000
1000
2000
3000
1000
2000
1000
1000
3000
2000
2000
3000
Cruise Type Propulsion
Type
2 2
3 2
2 2
3 1
1 3
3 3
1 3
1 1
2 2
3 1
1 1
2 3
3 1
3 1
1 1
3 3
1 3
2 1
1 1
2 2
2 2
3 3
1 3
2 2
2 2
1 2
3 3
Power Plant
Type
2
2
3
1
3
2
3
3
2
3
3
2
3
2
2
1
1
2
1
3
Beam Displacement
99.3
113.6
105.6
119.4
128.7
87.2
112.7
129
106.2
85.6
87.6
106.1
134.9
94.3
80
136.9
79.1
107
113
85.3
111.3
86.3
87.4
123.9
106
105.3
118.6
54439
72113
71169
81621
122136
41369
80669
121926
71303
28838
41391
71244
123479
41970
28295
123502
28457
71323
80788
36663
81317
28749
41460
106750
71301
71123
81472
115
Acquisition
Cost
1450.81
1785.43
1684.3
2001.46
2538.52
1139.13
1941.62
2506.86
1683.86
950.09
1110.29
1682.26
2605.29
1196.89
907.78
2705.48
918.04
1659.89
1898.49
1054.75
1864.21
994.33
1151.58
2308.99
1699.49
1675.9
2026.03
Operating
Cost
4936.79
6018.77
5279.1
6207.62
8079.84
3734.03
6027.66
8103.09
5712.94
3073.29
3669.14
5691.84
8278.63
3962.04
3025.75
8624.1
2981.08
5649.03
5848.38
3779.46
6439.73
3244.63
3831.47
7671.05
5395.59
5686.38
6172.66
Revenue
8032.5
10683.23
10683.23
12048.75
20487.88
6827.63
12048.75
20482.88
10683.23
4016.25
6827.63
10682.23
20482.88
6827.63
4016.25
20482.88
4016.25
10683.23
12048.75
5341.61
13655.25
4016.25
6827.63
16024.84
10683.23
10683.23
12048.75
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APPENDIX 7: JMP Central Design RSM Report (Partial)
117
ON
6
+
118
Prediction Profiler
130-
110-
90-
70-
140000-
100000-
60000-
20000-
2500-
2000-
61500-
+ 1000-
2800-
6000-
V4000-
H -
2000
20000
15000
10000
5000
m
i-7 ~
cU
0
ON
0
oc
-H
Cl
ON
ON
ON
00
Cl
0
ON
ON
-H
2 20000002
2 2000
Brand Passenger 2 Propulsion Power
Quality Capacity Cruise Type Type Plant Type Desirability
~c.
00
'0
0
'IN
ON
00
0
U
U
U
